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Timur Gilmanov

LOWER BOUND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
MACHINE INTELLIGENCE

Recent advancements in technology and the field of artificial intelligence provide a platform for

new applications in a wide range of areas, including healthcare, engineering, vision, and natural

language processing, that would be considered unattainable one or two decades ago. With the

expected compound annual growth rate of 50% during the years of 2017–2021, the field of global

artificial intelligence is set to observe increases in computational complexities and amounts of

sensor data processed.

In spite of the advancements in the field, truly intelligent machine behavior operating in real

time is yet an unachieved milestone. First, in order to quantify such behavior, a definition of

machine intelligence would be required, which has not been agreed upon by the community at

large. Second, delivering full machine intelligence, as defined in this work, is beyond the scope of

today’s cutting-edge high-performance computing machines.

One important aspect of machine intelligent systems is resource requirements and the limita-

tions that today’s and future machines could impose on such systems. The goal of this research

effort is to provide an estimate on the lower bound resource requirements for machine intelligence.

A working definition of machine intelligence for purposes of this research is provided, along with

definitions of an abstract architecture, workflow, and performance model. Combined together,

these tools allow an estimate on resource requirements for problems of machine intelligence, and

provide an estimate of such requirements in the future.
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1

Introduction

The field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been on the rise in the past two decades, with more

than nine times the increase of the number of academic papers published since 1996, 14 times

the increase of startups that work on some sorts of AI systems, and a little under five times the

number of jobs that require AI skills since 2013, among many other examples of its considerable

growth [1]. Recent progress in technology allows for an extensive range of applications in the

field, varying from facial and speech recognition to self-driving vehicles and personal assistants.

With latest advancements in the field of Artificial general intelligence, including software and

hardware, little attention has been paid to questions of estimating how much computational re-

sources, such as computer performance, power, memory, and network considerations would be

required to support these applications. Software companies that deliver systems of facial recogni-

tion, automatic speech recognition, and autonomous moving vehicles, to name a few, do not nor-

mally reveal the number of hours, or computational complexities, that are associated with training

required for such systems. Although research questions concerned with estimating requirements

of a few sample applications have been considered in the past [32, 37, 56], it is not a usual practice

to include time to solution or resource requirements considerations (e.g. complexity analysis for

Operations (Ops), Floating Point Operations per Second (FLOPS), or main memory requirements)

along with newly introduced approaches in the field. As a result, an attempt to perform a detailed

investigation of resource requirements for the problems in the area of AI has not been delivered

to date. An approach that would fill this gap and present insights on the question of AI system re-

source needs could provide an understanding about the types and scale of the hardware systems

positioned to support systems with intelligent behavior. Such understanding will allow to make
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better decisions about the types and amounts of hardware that would be truly needed for future

systems, applications and algorithms in the field.

In contrast to Artificial Intelligence, a term Machine Intelligence (MI) is introduced as a notion

of a class of systems with intelligent behavior that involve an entire workflow when processing the

tasks or external stimuli directed at them. Machine Intelligence is defined as a finite algorithm that

i) dynamically models an external environment of an agent that is subjected to such environment,

ii) performs processing of tasks by satisfying a set of objectives and axioms, iii) is self-aware by

including a model of itself in the representation of external environment, iv) processes the tasks in

real time. A detailed definition of MI along with its description is provided later in Chapter 3.

The present work is an attempt to explore in a practical way the question of resource estimation

for MI.

1.1. Challenges

The field of Artificial Intelligence today is comprised of a wide variety of computational ap-

proaches to solving problems ranging from mobile robot navigation and autonomous self-driving

cars to personal assistants, logic game players and dialogue systems. Some of the past advance-

ments were believed at various points in time to have succeeded to pass versions of the Turing

test or even to exceed the human intelligence capabilities in particular domains. Whenever such

claims were made, the systems possessing the intelligent behavior were special-case systems that

were tailored for executing a specific task. Some examples of such systems are Joseph Weizen-

baum’s ELIZA [192], Deep Blue chess computer [29], the IBM Watson Jeopardy competition [58],

object detection of ImageNet image collection [85], and Google’s AlphaGo [170].

Even though the approaches mentioned were special-case systems, in contrast with the general

AI type of systems, the progress made in these various fields is of great importance, as advance-

ments in these areas will be incorporated in general AI systems of the future. These approaches

using Machine Learning (ML) algorithms showed some significant accuracy prediction improve-

ments in speech and image recognition, however they still often lack the level of perception inher-

ent to human intelligence. A good example of this is a study named “One pixel attack for fooling

deep neural networks” [180], where test data had one insignificant alternation—a change of color

in only one pixel. The results of that alternation were astonishing: some of the test data images
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were completely misidentified by the system with levels of confidence exceeding 99 percent for

some cases. Another example of a shortcoming of an approach in ML, which in this case is re-

lated to neural networks, is described in [45]. The authors show how a bias is formed towards

one meaning or another depending on the order when a neural network is learning a semantic

representations of homonyms (two or more words that are the same in spelling but have different

meanings).

Some of the biggest challenges for this research are the same challenges that are true for the

broader field of AI: 1) it is not yet clear what generic MI/AI truly is; 2) for some cases, the AI

problems are unsolvable, or undecidable, posessing exponential algorithmic complexities; 3) fi-

nally, defining relevant characteristics of the experiment is a challenge. Special consideration is

provided in later Chapters in regards with describing the metrics and requirements parameters

used in order to conduct this study.

These challenges are faced by carefully setting up the experiments and providing a working

definition of what the term “Machine Intelligence” means.

1.2. Goals and Objectives

The goal of this research is to provide lower bound resource requirements estimates for MI. In

order to satisfy this goal, a few objectives need to be completed:

1) Provide a working definition for Machine Intelligence.

2) Introduce a model that describes applications of MI. The model comprises three indepen-

dent components: the abstract architecture, the workflow, and the performance model. All

three are used in order to define the operational behavior and to measure the performance

of Cognitive Real-time Interactive System (CRIS)—a system introduced in this work that

is used as a foundation to verify the concepts described in this research.

3) Define a set of experiments that will be driving the abstract architecture and its implemen-

tation, CRIS.

4) Collect the results of the experiments conducted and perform analysis of these results.

1.3. Strategy

The strategy for achieving the goals and objective of this research study are outlined below.
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1.3.1. Resource requirements. The resource requirements will be estimated using one metric,

the FLOPS, and one requirement parameter—the amount of main memory of a system that the

computations are performed on.

1.3.2. Architecture of Machine Intelligence. The architecture of MI is defined in hierarchical

modular fashion and can be used to provide a direct implementation of a system. That approach

was chosen in order to provide an implementation CRIS.

1.3.3. Workflow. The workflow defines how the elements of abstract architecture interact

with each other every iteration of CRIS’s execution.

1.3.4. Performance Model. The performance model will be used in order to provide estimates

of resource requirements characteristics for both, today’s problems of MI, as well as problems of

the near future, given that the information about the corresponding algorithmic complexities as

well as amounts of data processed are known or can be estimated.

1.3.5. Machine Intelligence External Drivers. The external drivers for MI will be used in or-

der to provide specific examples of the Workflow for MI in action. The drivers will vary in the

types of activities they represent, including the Winograd’s blocks world as a simple analogy of

the more complicated dialogue system, the Autonomous Moving Agent (AMA), and the 3-D facial

recognition system.

1.3.6. Experiments. The experiments will include execution of the external drivers subjected

to the relevant parts of the workflow, as well as collecting and analyzing data associated with

performance and resource requirements estimation.

1.4. Thesis Statement

Resource requirements for the problems of Machine Intelligence can be monitored and pre-

dicted for a large number of workflows.

1.5. Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. This Chapter provides an overview of current problems in

the fields of Artificial and Machine Intelligence, as well as recognizes the importance of resource

requirements estimates for the field, and outlines an approach of how this research is conducted.
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Chapter 2 presents a survey of prior work in the fields of AI, and High Performance Comput-

ing (HPC).

Chapter 3 examines views of various schools of thought on a question of what Intelligence,

and Machine Intelligence are. A summary of a broad range of definitions is provided. The rest

of the Chapter is dedicated to providing a working definition of Machine Intelligence that is used

throughout this research.

Chapter 4 introduces the first piece of a model of MI, named Abstract Architecture. It describes

a hierarchy of building blocks of an example of a system for MI, CRIS.

Next, Chapter 5 introduces a generic Workflow that shows how various elements of the Ab-

stract Architecture interact with each other in CRIS.

Chapter 6 introduces the final constituent of the model for MI—the Performance Model. The

performance model provides an approach to estimation of MI algorithms of MI. The model incor-

porates existing complexity analysis for applications and algorithms in MI. Two metrics, used to

characterize resource requirements for MI are introduced and discussed in this Chapter. Finally, a

few additional metrics that may be useful for future estimations are introduced.

Chapter 7 describes the experimental setup for three independent external drivers that are

used as example applications of MI to be executed on top of the Workflow. The considered drivers

are the Winograd’s Blocks World, AMA, and 3-D Facial Recognition.

Chapter 8 provides an overview of results obtained for the three driver applications mentioned

above.

Next, Chapter 9 includes an analysis based on the obtained results. It provides an estimate on

the lower bound resource requirements of today’s applications of MI. The Chapter is concluded

by an analysis of future trends for the field of MI, as well as the future trends of the performance

growth for HPC systems that may be required to support the execution of such applications in

real time.

Lastly, Chapter 10 summarizes the results of present work and provides conclusions.
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2

Survey of prior research

This chapter provides an overview of work done to date in areas of Machine Intelligence (MI) and

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and any applicable attempts of measuring intelligent systems. Prior

research overview presented in this chapter benefits and expands the horizons of two immensely

important areas of Computer Science—AI and High Performance Computing (HPC). Both of these

major fields include a myriad of subfields with a vast number and variety of applications. Some

examples of such applications, relevant to this work, include Natural Language Processing (NLP),

vision and image processing, Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), intelligent agents and robot-

ics, among many other applications in Machine Learning (ML) and AI, and virtually all aspects of

engineering and numerical simulations, including applications in physics, geology, meteorology,

and biology, as well as any other computationally demanding fields of applications in the HPC

community. It is almost impossible for sophisticated modern machine intelligent agents to not

utilize the HPC systems available today for improved performance, with an exception of a few

types of computation, where the individual aspects, such as planning, ASR, or factual inferences

are involved. These particular examples’ computational resource requirements can be satisfied by

modern mobile device architectures due to the fact that the maximal performance (Rmax) of today’s

mobile device processors can reach up to ≈ 5 GFLOPS [135], which is comparable to performance

of supercomputers in early to mid 1990s. Supporting real-time computation and quick processing

times, however, requires more capable hardware systems. Algorithms in decision making, deep

learning, speech, text, and vision processing have been benefitting from HPC approaches in the

recent past.

This research effort benefits from some ideas of the prior state of the art described below,

including approaches to architectures of AI, as well as specific applications of AI, including T.
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Winograd’s BLOCKS world, Autonomous Moving Agent (AMA), and facial recognition, as well

as general-purpose HPC systems that were used in order to conduct the required experiments. An

overview of the main challenges and advancements in both fields is provided below.

2.1. Artificial Intelligence

Dialogue systems or conversational agents have been a focus of research for the last few

decades. The gap between humans and personal assistants with AI capabilities had been sub-

stantially narrowing throughout recent years, especially with research and engineering advance-

ments in the last decade, when technologies like Apple’s Siri [172] and Google’s ASR got intro-

duced [10, 71]. In spite of substantial achievements in this field, performance of modern ASR

systems is still far from desirable [6]. Such systems are doing well when subjected to ideal condi-

tions, including noise-free environments, or in scenarios substantial training data is available for

the language in question (i.e. more popular languages like English vs less popular “low-resource”

languages). If, however, these systems are subjected to real-world conditions, the performance

drops significantly, oftentimes with the outcome of systems failing completely. Dialogue systems

are directly related to the work described in this thesis. They are predicted to constitute a substan-

tial fraction of machine intelligent agents and will play a crucial role in how such agents interact

with external entities.

2.1.1. Dialogue systems. One of the earliest examples of dialogue systems, presented by Joseph

Wizenbaum in 1966, named ELIZA, is an example of a primitive (by modern standards) NLU ap-

plication [192]. Although based on simple principles, ELIZA was taken seriously by some users,

who thought that the system was capable of intelligent cognitive process during a dialogue with

a human. ELIZA was implemented using straightforward pattern matching and parsing and if

certain users requests exceeded its knowledge base, it would return a generic response by restruc-

turing a statement into a question. Directions to the system on how to interact with users were

provided by scripts. Such scripts contained collections of keywords and transformation rules. The

most famous script, DOCTOR, imitated behavior of a psychotherapist. Although more complex

systems were later introduced and were considered successful, ELIZA remains a milestone as the

first attempt to introduce such way of human-machine interaction.
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Another important milestone that brought the dialogue systems to a whole new level was T.

Winograd’s SHRDLU introduced in 1968–1970 at MIT [196–198]. SHRLDU was an early Natu-

ral Language Understanding (NLU) program that was involved into a conversation with a user.

The world of this system consisted of blocks that vary in shape and color. A user could request

for certain arrangements of the blocks in the world by providing natural language commands or

questions. The program would analyze the obtained commands via a terminal in form of typed

text, interpret them, attempt to come up with a plan of actions and execute any acceptable plan.

What made SHRLDU successful was a combination of 3 ideas that combined together were con-

sidered a great breakthrough. One was the small “size” of the world, which could be described

by a really limited vocabulary, including words (and their closest synonyms) like “block”, “box”,

“pyramid”, “object”, various colors, including “red”, “green”, “blue”, as well as sizes, such as

“large” and “small”. The second factor that contributed to the system’s success was the memory

functionality. A user could ask additional questions about the actions performed in the past, like

“Have you picked a red pyramid up since we began?”. The system kept track of all its prior actions

and was capable of providing an answer. The memory feature also allowed the system to provide

information about the semantics of world’s objects, such as “Can I put a block on top of another

block?”. The system would consult its previous history to make a decision of whether such action

was possible. Finally, the system was capable of identifying references to earlier part of discourse.

A question “Why have you picked it up?” would initiate analysis that would determine that

a user is probably referring to an object which was discussed most recently. Unfortunately, the

initial excitement about Winograd’s system did not materialize into a true AI system capable of

reasoning and maintaining a dialogue without being limited to the blocks world.

Later, during the 1970s a lot of efforts were concentrated around conceptual ontologies, which

structured information about real-world into data understandable to machines. Examples of such

work include MARGIE by Schank and Abelson [166], SAM [43] by Cullingford, and Politics [31]

by Carbonell.

It was predicted by the AI community throughout the period of 1950s to 1970s that the problem

of creating systems of machine intelligence would be solved in the near future (within a decade

or a generation) [134, 171]. These results, however, were not achieved largely due to the misbelief

of the community that microworld systems would be easy to extend onto the real-world arbitrary
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scenarios by applying the same underlying principles. A problem that such approaches were

facing is known as “combinatorial explosion” [120], where the algorithmic complexities were im-

possible for the machines to deal with in order to provide adequate solutions within given time

constraints. Modern dialogue systems are still facing many issues that the designers of early sys-

tems were challenged by. Among others, these include: 1) lack of exploration, when a system has

to be tightly controlled by a user; 2) integrating learned and designed behavior, when even most

interactive systems today have to stay relatively close to a skeleton scenario in dialogue; 3) mul-

tifunctional behavior, when systems are required to perform multiple actions in parallel, as Ward

et al. are suggesting [191].

2.1.2. Machine Learning. Another large class of AI applications is associated with Machine

Learning approaches that are applied to a variety of domains, including audio, video and text

processing, classification, clustering and categorization among many others [17, 70, 168, 184].

During the 1980s an idea of back-propagation learning [54,164] initially introduced in 1969 [26]

had found its application to fields of computer science and psychology. There had been a debate

in the AI community that this new so-called connectionist models of intelligent systems would

replace symbolic computing approaches. Although this question is still not answered to date,

many believe that the two approaches should be coupled for machine intelligence to be achieved.

Throughout the 1970s a lot of efforts in concentrated around the automatic speech recogni-

tion [41, 113, 136]. A lot of various approaches were tried, but best results throughout the 1980s

and 1990s were achieved by Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [159, 160]. There were two reasons

why HMMs were performing so well, compared to other approaches: 1) this model was built on

rigorous mathematical theory, allowing to utilize the experience gained from many other fields

2) this approach used large amounts of real recorded data, which allowed the system to “learn”

based on examples, thus making a system robust and flexible to specific data it is working on.

A special class of Machine Learning, Neural Networks [82, 83, 92, 107], and especially their

recent successful results in Deep Learning [7, 146, 167] take a special place in today’s research on

tasks associated with both supervised and unsupervised approaches to data classification, clus-

tering and pattern recognition.

By the mid-1990s a group of researchers inspired by advancements in various domains of

AI made attempts to develop the “whole” machine-intelligent architectures that were aimed to
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deliver architectures of general AI systems. One most notable example of a complete agent ar-

chitecture, named SOAR, was proposed by Newell, Laird, and Rosenbloom [110, 111]. These ef-

forts were continued later with suggestions for general AI architectures by Looks et al [122] and

Bonasso et al [154]. The proposed ideas on whole-agent architectures are directly related to re-

search discussed in this thesis, as a model for machine intelligence introduced later in Chapter

4.

Most recent advancements in the area of machine learning are based on using massive amounts

of training data available on the Web today. Domains that benefit from this approach include

text [99] and image [84] processing. This approach suggests that the performance of systems uti-

lizing machine learning depends largely on the amount of training data available, and less so on

specific algorithm.

2.1.3. Planning. Planning, as an important attribute of MI systems, finds its place in recent

research advancements with a number of problems considered in [20, 44, 86, 161]. The original

STRIPS planning language [60], introduced in 1971, has been the standard approach for solving

classical planning problems—the ones that operate in fully observable, deterministic, static en-

vironments with one agent. However, more sophisticated planning approaches were introduced

later and have been applied to a range of applications, including the real-world planners utilizing

domain knowledge [88, 195].

2.2. Programming models

LISP is a family of computer programming languages. Initially introduced in 1958, LISP is one

of the oldest high-level programming, dialects of which, including Scheme and Common LISP,

are still used today. Although initially created for easy expression of mathematical notation, this

language quickly became the language of choice in the AI community. During its early years, a

number of systems were expressing their AI capability by means of LISP, including T. Winograd’s

SHRDLU Micro Planner [196–198], early work by McCarthy named Advice Taker [127], a general

purpose algebra system based on symbolic computing Macsyma [125], a comprehensive ontology

assembly project CYC [118] and many others. The reason LISP found such a substantial support in

AI community is that it naturally and straightforwardly supports ways for symbolic computing.
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As mentioned earlier in this Chapter, symbolic computing was considered the main approach to

achieve machine intelligence in early days of AI.

PROLOG is another general-purpose programming language that is associated with AI [39].

The implementation of this language is supported by mechanisms, including pattern-matching,

tree-based data structuring and automatic backtracking. Writing Prolog programs involves defin-

ing rules and facts. For example, a system of objects and their spatial relationships could be easily

defined. A user can then inquire such program about certain relationships between objects in

question. Prolog was also favored by the AI community due to its expressiveness and support

for symbolic reasoning, database operations and language parsing capabilities. Among various

projects utilizing Prolog is the Fifth Generation project [57, 142].

Maple is another example of symbolic and numeric computing environment [34, 35]. Unlike

previous programming languages, the MAPLE’s main kernel is implemented in C. Users can enter

requests in traditional mathematical notation.

Macsyma (Project MAC’s SYmbolic MAnipulator) is a general purpose computer algebra sys-

tem for manipulation of symbolic and numerical expressions, including integration, differentia-

tion, Taylor series, etc. [141]. The development on this system was ongoing from 1968 to 1982 at

MIT’s Project MAC. In 1982 Macsyma was licensed to company Symbolics and became commer-

cial software. A modified version of original software named Maxima is still maintained today.

2.3. High Performance Computing

The early days of supercomputers go back to 1965, when first Control Data Corporation’s CDC

6600 model was delivered by Seymour Cray and his colleagues [62]. At the time of its delivery, the

CDC 6600 was outperforming every other solution on the market by roughly ten times with the

attained performance of 500 KFLOPS utilizing late-model FORTRAN compilers with 1 MFLOPS

peak performance [176].

Later, in 1980s, the Connection Machines, a series of supercomputers designed by D. Hillis,

intended for applications in AI were introduced [89]. Some examples of applications that were

designed with ideas of parallelism due to introduction of Connection Machines included natural

language interpretation [189] along with computer vision, object recognition, machine learning

and information retrieval [186]. The theoretical performance of a CM-2 machine was estimated to
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be 2.5 GFLOPS [150]. The later version of Connection Machines, CM-5, although not a dedicated

AI machine, was the second fastest system in the November 1993 TOP500 [179] list, running a

benchmark on 1024 cores with rmax = 59.7 GFLOPS.

Another important area of research were Lisp Machines [53, 137], built and sold by several

companies in the 1980s, including Symbolics, Lisp Machines Incorporated, Texas Instruments and

Xerox. These machines were designed with a purpose of having a special hardware, optimized to

work with the programming language Lisp, and the machines were supposed to provide supports

computation in the area of AI. With the onset of “AI winter” and the technological advancements

the Lisp Machines were soon replaced by Desktop PCs that could run the Lisp programs faster

and not requiring any specialized hardware.

At approximately the same time, an attempt of Japan’s government was made to create a

computer using massively parallel computing [57, 142]. This initiative begun in 1982. The idea

of introducing the 5th generation was in turning away from microprocessors (the 4th generation)

towards massive numbers of CPUs combined together for added performance. The project was

not successful due to the same reasons as with Lisp Machines.

Examples of research activities in Massively Parallel AI and Parallel Computing AI applica-

tions are presented in [22, 47, 101, 108].

Finally IBM’s recent advancements to develop electronic neuromorphic machine technology

that scales to biological levels, SYNAPSE, are presented in the following publications [8, 130, 131].

2.4. Systems for Artificial Intelligence

There are a few examples of hardware systems that were developed to support symbolic com-

puting in the past. A few of such systems, namely LISP machines and CM-2, are discussed in

Section 2.3 of this Chapter. Other important systems that enabled execution of problems in AI are

provided below.

In 1950 Marvin Minsky and Dean Edmonds built the first artificial neural network computer

that modeled the behavior of a rat in the search for food. This system was called Stochastic Neural

Analog Reinforcement Computer (SNARC). It was designed in a way where the synapses would

adjust their weight based on successful fulfillment of proposed task. There were overall about 40

synapses in this system. The machine was built of tubes, motors, and clutches.
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Content-addressable memory (CAM) is a special type of computer memory used in very-high-

speed searching applications [106]. It is also known as associative memory, associative storage, or

associative array. It compares input search data (tag) against a table of stored data, and returns

the address of matching data (or in the case of associative memory, the matching data). Although

not a full hardware system to support problems of machine intelligence, it is directly relevant

to architectures that would support systems of full machine intelligence. High speed in search

on hardware levels is one of the keys requirements to support real-time execution for intelligent

systems. Several custom computers, like the Goodyear STARAN, were built to implement CAM.

Finally, IBM Watson [55, 59, 67, 128], a research project and system that is capable of unstruc-

tured data analysis and natural language processing takes an important place in the cutting edge

research performed in the area of AI and Machine Learning. Watson is also known in the AI com-

munity as a system that was able to outperform the former winners of the quiz show Jeopardy in

2011 [67], while utilizing 4 TB of storage and not being connected to the Internet.

2.5. Algorithms Performance Considerations

There was significantly less research efforts done to date in measuring performance of AI

and ML, as compared to the overall amount of research effort in these fields. However, a few

efforts present research on performance considerations in planning [158, 202], expert problem-

solving systems [102], generic machine learning [37], vision processing [56], facial recognition [30,

36, 124], including 3-D facial recognition [32], and parsing context-free languages [15]. Additional

research endeavors include automatic speech recognition [12], dependency and semantic parsing

[27], autonomous moving vehicles [152], lip reading [138], and handwriting recognition [66].

2.6. Summary

This chapter provides a detailed overview of prior research in the areas of most significance for

machine intelligence. These areas include overview of advancements in AI and machine learning,

including systems that supported symbolic computing in the past, e.g. Fifth Generation project,

Macyma, LISP, and Prolog, and closed-loop system examples, including Winograd’s SHRDLU,

Wizenbaum’s ELIZA and more recent approaches in dialogue systems.
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Additionally, an overview of HPC systems and hardware systems that in the past enabled

programs in the area of AI, including LISP Machines by Symbolics, CM-2, CSC-6600 and CAMs is

provided.

Finally, prior attempts in performance considerations of systems of AI are summarized. Un-

fortunately, there has not been enough effort put into considerations of computational expenses

and resource requirements for problems in this areas. This fact emphasizes the importance of

research on resource requirements estimation for machine intelligence.

A number of concepts provided in this prior research review chapter support major principles

of the model and architecture for machine intelligence, that are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

Next chapter provides a discussion of what generic Intelligence, Artificial, and Machine Intel-

ligence are from various points of views. A definition that presents the requirements of a system

for Machine Intelligence is introduced in the end of that chapter.
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3

Intelligence and Machine Intelligence

This chapter provides a discussion of the most controversial problem of this research—definition

of generic Intelligence, and subsequently Machine Intelligence (MI). A number of such definitions

are summarized, varying by schools of thoughts, including philosophy, cognitive science, and

Artificial Intelligence (AI). Although this research question has been given a thorough consider-

ation by a great variety of disciplines, to date there is not a unified opinion on what Intelligence,

AI, and MI are.

This chapter is organized as follows: a few definitions of generic Intelligence are provided and

discussed; considerations regarding the concept of Machine Intelligence are then provided, and

finally the term “Machine Intelligence” is introduced as a working definition for the purposes of

this research.

3.1. Intelligence

A lot of efforts have been made in the past few decades in order to address the understanding,

definition and mechanism that constitute Intelligence. Researchers in various fields of arts and

sciences have provided hundreds of such definitions. A quote by R. J. Sternberg accurately defines

this situation: “Viewed narrowly, there seem to be almost as many definitions of intelligence as

there were experts asked to define it.” [76]

However, a lot of such definitions share certain commonalities, often varying by a little degree

of additional features. The generic definitions of intelligence, also referred to as “collective defi-

nitions” [114, 115], are provided by groups of people or organizations, e.g. various dictionaries,

encyclopedias, language databases, etc. Below are a few such generic definitions grouped by the
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distinguishing feature sets that unite them. Note that some of these definitions belong to a few

sets at the same time, e.g. they could both contain “knowledge” and “learning”.

3.1.1. Knowledge/Memory/Facts/Skills. This group of definitions focuses on the intelligent

entity’s abilities to deal with knowledge, factual representation and any other relevant informa-

tion. Intelligence is defined by various sources as:

1) “The ability to use memory, knowledge, experience, understanding, reasoning, imagina-

tion and judgement in order to solve problems and adapt to new situations.” [4]

2) “The capacity to acquire and apply knowledge.” [140]

3) “The ability to learn facts and skills and apply them, especially when this ability is highly

developed.” [174]

4) “The ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skills.” [173]

3.1.2. Learning/Reasoning/Understanding/Thinking/Planning. This group provides

definitions of Intelligence based on the ability to learn new information, understand and process

such information directed at entity and think about it. Intelligence is defined by various sources

as:

1) “The ability to learn, understand and make judgments or have opinions that are based on

reason.” [91]

2) “The ability to learn, understand, and think about things.” [121]

3) “The general mental ability involved in calculating, reasoning, perceiving relationships

and analogies, learning quickly, storing and retrieving information, using language flu-

ently, classifying, generalizing, and adjusting to new situations.” [80]

4) “Capacity for learning, reasoning, understanding, and similar forms of mental activity;

aptitude in grasping truths, relationships, facts, meanings, etc.” [93]

5) “Individuals differ from one another in their ability to understand complex ideas, to adapt

effectively to the environment, to learn from experience, to engage in various forms of

reasoning, to overcome obstacles by taking thought.” [145]

6) “The ability to learn or understand or to deal with new or trying situations. . . The skilled

use of reason.” [132]
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7) “A property of mind that encompasses many related mental abilities, such as the capacities

to reason, plan, solve problems, think abstractly, comprehend ideas and language, and

learn.” [193]

8) “Capacity of mind, especially to understand principles, truths, facts or meanings, acquire

knowledge, and apply it to practice; the ability to learn and comprehend.” [194]

9) “The ability to learn and understand or to deal with problems.” -Word Central Student

Dictionary, 2006

10) “The ability to comprehend; to understand and profit from experience.” [133]

11) “The capacity to learn, reason, and understand.” [199]

12) “A very general mental capability that, among other things, involves the ability to reason,

plan, solve problems, think abstractly, comprehend complex ideas, learn quickly and learn

from experience.” [72]

13) “. . . The ability of an organism to solve new problems.” [16]

3.1.3. Environment. Finally, this group defines intelligence from the point of view of interact-

ing with environment that entity is subjected to. According to some sources, Intelligence is:

1) “. . . The ability to adapt to the environment.” [200]

2) “. . . The ability to adapt effectively to the environment, either by making a change in one-

self or by changing the environment or finding a new one.” [25]

3) “. . . The ability to apply knowledge to manipulate one’s environment or to think abstractly

as measured by objective criteria (as tests).” [132]

3.1.4. Summary. Summarizing the three groups of definitions provided above, the conclusion

is that Intelligence is an ability or capacity of an entity possessing it to obtain information directed

at it, process that information (by means of understanding, thinking, reasoning), store, memorize

and be able to use it (learning, experience) quickly in an environment that the entity is subjected

to. An important detail that is only mentioned in one of the references is “a capability to learn

quickly” (see item 12 in Section 3.1.2). Although this detail is not paid much attention to among

the provided sources of definitions of Intelligence, it happens to be very important, as will be

discovered later in this chapter (see definition of Machine Intelligence in Section 3.3).
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3.2. Artificial Intelligence

In addition to attempts in defining Intelligence in its broad sense, there has been multiple ap-

proaches to providing definition of Artificial/Machine Intelligence. AI has been considered by a

myriad of researchers, ranging from early philosophers to formal mathematical definitions in log-

ics, from Turing Test in AI to algorithms that play chess and even mimic human brain behavior or

attempt to artificially rebuild certain processes of the brain. While projects, targeted at simulating

the behavior of a human brain, open up interesting insights onto humankind’s evolution and help

to formulate new scientific problems, they do not address intelligence per se. A human is much

more complex than simply an intelligent entity, with so many features that do not necessarily con-

tribute to intelligence (instincts, emotions, etc.). A large number of research projects targeted at

simulating human brain from neurobiology perspective, or taking the brain as a model for cer-

tain algorithms in Machine Learning, such as neural networks, although have certain successful

applications, by no means deliver Artificially Intelligent systems.

While common sources, such as dictionaries and encyclopedias define AI as i) “the capability

of a machine to imitate intelligent human behavior” [132], ii) “the ability of a digital computer

or computer-controlled robot to perform tasks commonly associated with intelligent beings” [25],

and iii) the capability of computers or programs to operate in ways believed to mimic human

thought processes [40], a more thorough way to provide the specific characteristics inherent to AI

within its definition is required.

Legg et al. [115] provide an overview of a vast variety of definitions for both broad Intelli-

gence and Artificial Intelligence by generic communities, as well as fields of philosophy, psychol-

ogy, computer science and AI. As authors mention themselves, “. . . definitions [of intelligence]

presented below are, to the best of our knowledge, the largest and most well referenced collection

there is.” This section lists definitions from various research efforts in the area. According to these

sources, AI is:

1) “The ability of a system to act appropriately in an uncertain environment, where appropri-

ate action is that which increases the probability of success, and success is the achievement

of behavioral subgoals that support the system’s ultimate goal.” [3]

2) “Intelligence is the ability to use optimally limited resources – including time – to achieve

goals.” [109]
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3) “Intelligence is the power to rapidly find an adequate solution in what appears a priori (to

observers) to be an immense search space.” [117]

4) “Intelligence is the computational part of the ability to achieve goals in the world. Varying

kinds and degrees of intelligence occur in people, many animals and some machines.”

[126]

5) “[An intelligent agent does what] is appropriate for its circumstances and its goal, it is

flexible to changing environments and changing goals, it learns from experience, and it

makes appropriate choices given perceptual limitations and finite computation.” [157]

6) “Achieving complex goals in complex environments.” [68]

7) “Intelligence is the ability to process information properly in a complex environment. The

criteria of properness are not predefined and hence not available beforehand. They are

acquired as a result of the information processing.” [144]

In conclusion of their work, Legg et al. [115] provide a definition of Intelligence as a summary

of common features present in a vast number of definitions of Intelligence and Artificial Intelli-

gence. From their point of view, Intelligence is:

1) A property that an individual agent has as it interacts with its environment or environ-

ments;

2) Related to the agent’s ability to succeed or profit with respect to some goal or objective;

3) Depends on how able the agent is to adapt to different objectives and environments.

Combining these features and properties into one concise statement yields the following def-

inition by the authors: “Intelligence measures an agent’s ability to achieve goals in a wide range

of environments.”

3.2.1. Summary. An overview of various points of view to what constitutes Artificial Intel-

ligence was delivered in this Section. A lot of these definitions express belief that Artificial In-

telligence is simply an imitation of human intelligent behavior. Such definition is not feasible

for purposes of this work, as it is not clear what constitutes human intelligence. Recent research

shows, for example, that machines could beat humans in certain areas of IQ tests [190]. Does that

imply that a full and true general AI has been delivered? Are humans “less intelligent” than the

machines, performing deep learning algorithms? The answer to both questions is of course “no”.
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As one can observe, there is no unified opinion on definition of Artificial Intelligence, and even

the definition, provided in previous Section, that is meant to summarize all prior efforts appears

to be incomplete and missing some crucial details. Although the majority of definitions provided

in this Chapter are not wrong, they do not fully reflect the components necessary to perform this

research. In order to be able to accomplish the goal of this research, a definition that would satisfy

all the requirements of the work proposed is needed. Next Section is devoted to precisely that—

the definition of Machine Intelligence.

3.3. Machine Intelligence—working definition

As mentioned above, there is not a unified opinion in the community as to what AI is. Fur-

thermore, definitions provided often lack imperative components of Intelligent systems. Finally,

according to some of these definitions, the case should be that AI has been delivered.

For these reasons and to make it clear what space this research is situated in, a definition of

Machine Intelligence is introduced. Machine Intelligence is a finite algorithm that enables an

agent possessing it to:

1) Dynamically model and interact with external environment, including entities in such

environment;

2) Satisfy a set of objectives and axioms and interact with external entities in accordance with

such constraints;

3) Be self-aware by including a model of itself in the representation of the environment where

it is located (physically and logically);

4) Be able to process the tasks in real time.

This working definition will serve as a foundation for building an abstraction for Machine In-

telligent system and will allow to avoid many questions irrelevant to this project that arise in the

area of AI. Therefore, it is important to understand the distinction between Artificial and Machine

Intelligence when reading this thesis and to understand what a Machine Intelligent system im-

plies. A discussion that clarifies the four elements comprising a system for Machine Intelligence

follows.

A finite algorithm implies that it is a non-modifiable algorithm that is not subject to dynamic

adaptive behavior. This only refers to the core of the Machine Intelligent system’s algorithm,
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which is supposed to stay non-modifiable over substantial amount of time (revisions performed

by system’s engineers do not count, however the system itself should not be able to modify its

low-level functionality). This matter is discussed in much greater details in Chapters 4 and 5.

An agent able to dynamically model and interact with the external environment means that

there is an internal representation that is constantly changing and being updated as well as refined

in the presence of external stimulus. To dynamically interact means that in addition to accepting

input stimulus, the system provides some or multiple forms of output that affects its external

environment. Such interaction can be a form of communication to provide information, it can be a

manipulation of the immediate context such as moving an object in physical space, or it can adjust

its own location.

Real time requires that the rate of operation, including modeling of context and interactive

response, be consistent with the time constants of the external environment and included entities

with which it is interacting. This means that it must be fast enough to support meaningful process,

of which it is a part, but time-aware such that it does not try to do something at too fast a rate such

as flying an airplane, delivering a speech, or presenting a movie to a group of external entities.

The external environment will include the physical neighborhood (line of sight and hearing)

of the intelligent system permitting interaction media including direct connect, audio, visual, and

tactile communication. But it can also involve logical neighborhood, with entities of which the

system is interacting via certain means of communication, including telephone lines, networks,

radio communication, or remote sensors data.

Individual intelligent entities are other systems within the local or logical neighborhood of the

intelligent system that themselves satisfy the definition of intelligence, such as people or other

systems of MI with which the system in question is interacting.

The concept of a set of objectives, functions, and axioms is of great importance. It identifies

the most complicated part of the Machine Intelligence. In addition to a hierarchical system of

dynamically evolving and overriding objectives, accompanied by contexts associated with them

in order to enable situational awareness, a set of pre-defined non-mutable axioms is imperative to

any such system. Without such axioms, there is no way to estimate what actions the system might

consider optimal in solving a particular objective. They exist in order to establish a rigid set of

constraints that would proactively eliminate any extreme possibilities under any circumstances.
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Another important consideration for MI are notions of expectation and common sense. While

the former is discussed in Chapter 4, the latter has been a focus of the recent research activities by,

among others, the Allen Institute for AI [181, 182, 201].

3.4. Summary

This Chapter serves a dual purpose—on the one hand, it attempts to overview and provide

definitions of what is considered to be Intelligence and AI by scientific and broader general com-

munity; on the other hand, an argument stating that such definitions, although not incorrect, often

lack some crucial details in defining AI. In order to situate the present research into a necessary

problem space, a definition of Machine Intelligence that is considered to fully explain all aspects

of intelligent system, is introduced. It is very important to understand that this definition is not

meant to compete with those mentioned above in this chapter, nor is it clear whether it provides

a complete definition of general AI. However, it describes to the full level of detail aspects of

Machine Intelligence that are required to conduct this research effort.

Next Chapter introduces an abstract model for Machine Intelligence, called the Abstract Ar-

chitecture.
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4

Abstract Architecture for Machine Intelligence

This chapter presents the most integral piece of this thesis—a definition of a substantial part of the

model for Machine Intelligence (MI), called the Abstract Architecture. Together with the Workflow

for MI, described in Chapter 5, Abstract Architecture defines full model of MI. The architecture

definition is provided in its entirety, therefore the present model can be considered a fully de-

fined abstraction for a system that is capable to obtain, process and react upon stimuli stream it is

subjected to.

Prior research review provided in Chapter 2 shows a few approaches where conceptually

similar, but less detailed architectures were used in order to provide definitions for intelligent

systems. Among them are very specific applications for mobile robot navigation [151], as well

as approaches to defining system architectures in the area of general Artificial Intelligence (AI)

[110, 111, 122, 154].

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 provides a top level overview of the abstract

architecture and discusses considerations of system requirements of the architecture’s modules on

this level. Section 4.2 provides overview of knowledge state representation and the role it plays in

the entire model of abstract architecture. Next, Section 4.3 discusses available symbolic methods—

the mechanisms that are used to enable the MI system’s understanding and learning capabilities.

Section 4.4 provides a brief overview of the front end requirements and considerations for the

system, followed by the chapter’s summary in Section 4.5.

The distribution of components of the abstract architecture is categorized in a hierarchical

manner. Thanks to such representation, detailed design of the abstract software hierarchy for

MI is provided. Exhaustive definition of all the components, and further the interaction between

these components via the workflow, provides a full and complete model for MI.
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4.1. Abstract Architecture Overview

The abstract architecture that models Cognitive Real-time Interactive System (CRIS) is com-

prised of interrelated autonomous components, each of which serves respective key functions in

the entire system operation [177]. These components can be categorized into three groups at the

top level, and are as follows (see Figure 4.1):

• Knowledge state represents various types of knowledge that the system is continuously

maintaining throughout its execution;

• Symbolic methods include means for processing the accumulated knowledge as well as

any other symbolic-based data;

• Front-end provides means for the system to exchange information with the outside world.

CRIS

Knowledge 

State

Symbolic 

Methods
Front End

Event stream

Consequence

Query/Update

Response

Interface

FIGURE 4.1. Abstract architecture of CRIS

Such a system represents a closed execution loop by obtaining data stream at its front-end,

which is then processed to obtain decisions about updating the knowledge state. This updated

state is subsequently used to provide an output stream to the external environment. The external

world modeling, performed by various research efforts in the past, is an important consideration

when dealing with intelligent systems and robots. It is not considered in this thesis, however,

given that existing methodologies on formulating the world model exist [46, 151].

Another inherent aspect of a CRIS is the notion of real-time. It is imperative for the system to

operate in a real-time environment, delivering results within the expected timeframes and formu-

lating objectives and further sub-tasks accordingly [64]. Therefore, time is intrinsically included

in the system’s knowledge state.
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Knowledge state defines the state of a system at any given point of time, as well as contains

means for evaluation of its environment, surroundings and internal state. The internal mecha-

nisms of knowledge state allow for the system to constantly keep updated track of its identity,

physical location in space, location in time and operational status. Additionally, this element al-

lows the system to maintain information about various objectives that need to be achieved, as well

as situational contexts, associated with them.

Symbolic methods represent a collection of approaches that define how data is processed.

These approaches include learning, update mechanisms, planning, inference and conflict reso-

lution. All of these modules are described in detail in Section 4.3, while the question of how

and when they are used during CRIS operation is considered in Chapter 5. Further, the resource

requirements are modeled by a performance model, which is based on the cost analysis of the

abstract architecture components and their incident rates, defined by the execution workflow.

Finally, the front end contains a number of interfaces that the system uses to communicate

with the external environment. These include speech, visual and interconnect devices, as well as

sensors that collect audio, video and physical I/O for the system.

4.2. Knowledge State

Knowledge is an essential part of any system of MI which requires a well-defined representa-

tional hierarchy. A wide variety of knowledge representation techniques exist, including knowl-

edge databases, ontology representation, and production systems, among others [23,24,42,49,147].

The proposed architecture differentiates knowledge into a number of classes varying from

relatively static foundational knowledge to most rapidly changing imperatives derived from input

stream commands or otherwise implied by local context.

Another way knowledge is differentiated is by braking it into universal knowledge, that any

CRIS instance might possess, such as fundamental facts about geography, history or physics, and

unique knowledge (Figure 4.2), that any system belonging to a particular environment needs to

maintain, such as the machine’s location, its internal system status, or what other agents it is

currently interacting with in its surroundings.

4.2.1. Universal knowledge. This knowledge type is a collection of facts which represent that

knowledge, drivers that organize, structure, process and obtain new knowledge and, finally, the
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FIGURE 4.2. Knowledge State Representation: Universal and Unique Knowledge

driver state, which allows the system to behave in accordance with expectations that are implied

on the system. It is important to distinguish universal knowledge (Figure 4.2), provided to any in-

stances of CRIS, and, possibly, universally maintained throughout all instances in a shared knowl-

edge repository, versus the unique knowledge, which is accumulated and maintained as a result

of the particular system instance’s personal experiences and interactions.

4.2.2. Types of Universal Knowledge: Fundamental, World and Human. These types of

knowledge represent facts about corresponding domains of knowledge type. The Fundamental

knowledge represents laws of the Universe that hardly ever change. Examples of such knowl-

edge types include laws of mathematics, physics or chemistry. The World knowledge contains all

the information regarding the world without humans, while Human knowledge module includes

knowledge of humanity, including human history, art, philosophy, etc. These types of knowledge

share relatively common data structure representation, which includes the object identifier, struc-

tured representation, raw representation, type, source and confidence level. The structured record

and type are inferred by the system with a certain confidence level from the corresponding raw
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FIGURE 4.3. Types of knowledge: global, local, and knowledge collections

record, which is the original representation of any stimulus the system gets from one of its in-

puts. It is necessary to keep track of raw records, as sources and the system might re-evaluate the

previously obtained structured record representation due to some newly acquired or internally

updated information.

4.2.3. Master Control Program. A mechanism that drives the knowledge query and update,

as well as most of the other critical actions the system undertakes, is referred to as Master Control

Program (MCP). The term was initially introduced by Burroughs corporation, where MCP was a

proprietary operating system on one of the early machines, Burroughs B5000 [28]. The term later

became popularized in a Sci-Fi movie “Tron”, where MCP was a computer program that evolved

itself and decided to get rid of the humans.

The MCP in CRIS is analogous to central nervous system for autonomic behavior. It ensures

that a system is constantly going through an outer loop, executing required actions in bounded

time. During the execution of a loop cycle, the MCP needs to perform a number of actions, includ-

ing:

1) Query the system’s status by interacting with the self model1 module;

2) Satisfy the objectives that are due this execution cycle;

3) Query all the I/O sensors2 to obtain updated information about the external environment;

4) Trigger the knowledge state update mechanisms, and

1definition provided further below in this document
2See Sec. 4.4
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5) Update current Active Objective Function Stack and Active Context Stack hierarchies.

When satisfying these objectives, MCP needs to obey the axioms (see Section 4.2.5 below) that are

imposed on a system and are hard-coded into the system’s non-volatile read-only memory. This

step is necessary in order to guarantee that the system will not become dangerous to the world

and human beings under any circumstances. These rules can not be altered by the system itself

and would require external interference (if need be). During the cycle of the execution loop, a

number of symbolic methods are executed, depending on the specific task, which are described

below in Section 4.3.

4.2.4. Symbolic Methods Code. References to the symbolic methods are present in two dif-

ferent places in the abstract architecture—as a separate entity (see Figure 4.1), as well as as a part

of the universal knowledge module in Figure 4.2. The difference between these two modules is

that the symbolic methods in Figure 4.1 represent the actual code instances (executables) that per-

form the tasks assigned to them, while the symbolic methods code in Figure 4.2, as an element of

universal knowledge, represents, in fact, the knowledge about these methods, and, more impor-

tantly, CRIS is capable of updating these methods, as any other knowledge elements, if necessary.

As the newly updated instances of symbolic methods become available, it is the MCP’s task with

the help of update utilities to introduce new instances of these methods for operation.

4.2.5. Axioms. The axioms is an integral component of CRIS architecture, which has to be

present in the system’s workflow (discussed in detail in Chapter 5). This step ensures that the pre-

defined axioms that reside in non-volatile read-only memory do not get violated by performing

the action currently processed. Every loop iteration in CRIS’s processing the MCP needs to obey

the axioms that are imposed by the developers and are hard-coded into the system’s non-volatile

read-only memory. This approach is necessary in order to guarantee that the system will not

become dangerous to human beings (or any other entities that need to be protected) under any

circumstances. These rules can not be altered by the system itself and would require external

interference (if need be). The check is performed on two levels to insure no harm is intended by

executing the desired objective—the abstract level and the concrete level. Should there be any,

even a slight possibility, of any of these steps of the current objective bringing harm, the whole
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FIGURE 4.4. Axioms

objective is reconsidered in order to obtain a new sequence of actions, get some modifications from

external world or abstain from performing the objective.

4.2.6. Motivation. Motivation, or Utility function, U : s→ R, a term accepted in the wider AI

community, is a performance measure that allows for quantification of the system’s internal states,

s [165]. In other words, this function describes a degree of “happiness” or “satisfaction” that the

system achieves by being in a certain state.

4.2.7. Unique knowledge. The unique knowledge, in addition to various facts about the en-

vironment and its elements, constantly maintains information about itself3, about the goals that

are subjected to it, as well as any contexts relevant to those goals.

In addition to containing global and local knowledge, the unique knowledge maintains infor-

mation about the self model, Active Context Stack and Objective Function (OF) (see Figure 4.2).

These three components working together present one of the key intelligent functionalities of the

entire system. While self model is constantly monitoring and updating the “health” state and re-

source utilization of the system, objective function and Active Context Stack combined together

present a foundation for formulating new tasks in relevant contexts.

4.2.8. Global and Local Unique Knowledge. The unique knowledge is once again broken

into two separate classes, both pertaining to the experiences, uniquely acquired and maintained

3Hence, the system is self-aware, according to our definition, as in addition to keeping the model of sur-
rounding environment, it can identify itself in the environment and in relation to other members
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in a particular instance of CRIS. The global knowledge stores facts of agent’s interaction with the

world that are not in its physical or logical proximity; the local knowledge, on the other hand,

contains facts that belong to events, occurring in the agent’s immediate proximity. An example of

global knowledge fact could be that a certain person—who the agent needs to keep track of—is

presently located somewhere overseas, while having a conversation with that person on a phone

line could be treated as a local knowledge fact during the conversation, as both the agent and the

person would be located in the logical proximity at that time.

4.2.9. Self Model. Self model as a subcomponent of the unique knowledge partially repre-

sents the state of the system at a certain time instant. It contains information about the system’s

capabilities, “health” status, utilization status, progress towards goal, history of itself and spatial

dynamics. All these components are data, i.e. objects that are not driving mechanisms themselves,

but a collection of knowledge that evolves (gets created/modified/deleted) over time. Self model

along with two other components, Active Context Stack and aclOF, represent the core functional-

ity of CRIS. The interrelation of these 3 components is of great importance and is defined below

in Chapter 5.

Self Model

History of itself

Capabilities

Self “health” status

Utilization/Availability status

Progress towards set of 

goals

Spatial dynamics

FIGURE 4.5. Self Model
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4.2.10. Active Context Stack. Active Context Stack (ACS), presented in Figure 4.6 contains

frames of previously saved contexts. The frames of ACS are tightly coupled with frames on Active

Objective Function Stack (AOS). Therefore, ACS frames have to keep track of what AOS frames

they are related to. In addition to AOS frame pointers, the ACS frame includes id and information

about the context content, alongside with child, parent and sibling frames. In case the system

inferred incorrect content information, a pointer to the raw input is provided (should the system

need to roll back and re-evaluate the context in question). The ACS, along with the AOS, described

below, are the most dynamically changing data structures, as the system is constantly processing

and updating its knowledge state through these two components.

Frame of 

Objective Function

Definition of outcome

Progress made (%)

Child OF frames 
(list of OF frames which are 

dependents)

Urgency 
(how much time in which to 

accomplish it?)

Parent OF frame

Methods utilities
(list of pointers to methods required to 

manage the OF frame)

Error
(a backup plan)

Context Frame

 (pointer to a CF from ACS)

Pointer to raw input

id

Frame of 

Active Context Stack

Content
(pointers to context’s content 

definitions: unique/global knowledge)

Child ACS frames

Sibling (related) ACS 
frames

Parent ACS frame

Pointer to raw input

Pointers to OF frames

id

FIGURE 4.6. Frames of Objective Function Stack and Active Context Stack

4.2.11. Expectation. The expectation is another utility that plays a significant role in decision

making when attempting to understand current objectives and contexts while processing input

stimuli4. The expectation guides the decision making at different levels of detail when processing

4see Chapter 5 for explanation of how the stimuli are introduced and processed.
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takes place. It helps to pick correct context, and, therefore, to make a decision in favor of a par-

ticular outcome, on the level of audio, video and textual processing in the pre-processing stage. It

also becomes helpful when forming sub-tasks due to inability of the system to perform required

objectives right away, when it needs to be broken down into imperative sequence of steps. The

role of expectation is to considerably reduce the search space of possible objective functions by

associating pre-existing contexts and prioritizing them.

4.2.12. Common Sense. Common sense is required for CRIS as supplementary mechanism

that would allow to exhibit intelligent behavior. The common sense engine maintains the system

knowledge state about the facts that are inferred by association with relevant contexts in an at-

tempt to satisfy certain objectives. An example of a common sense behavior is that the system

is aware that a man had a newspaper and was in the living room. The man later went into the

kitchen, holding the newspaper. The common sense engine should therefore infer that the last

known newspaper location is the kitchen. The topic of common sense is a separate area of re-

search in the AI community with a wide variety of applications ranging from business systems to

vision processing and natural language understanding [143].

4.2.13. Objective Function. The OF specifies in great details the objective that is to be achieved

by the system (see Figure 4.7). In order to provide a full problem specification, the OF contains

information about goals, requirements and jobs currently being performed. Alongside with this

information, there is a curiosity factor that is considered. AOS is defined as a part of the OF. The

frame of AOS is presented in Figure 4.6 and contains in addition to the fields similar to ACS, such

as id, pointers to raw input and pointers to related child and parent OF frames, the definition

of outcome, progress made, symbolic methods utilities that are required to achieve the desired

objective as well as pointers to related contexts.

4.3. Symbolic Methods

CRIS’s symbolic methods include learning, update mechanisms, planning, inference and con-

flict resolution. All of these methods are independent actors, that are operating on required tasks,

taking current context information into consideration. Learning is one of the most essential and

important methods allowing the system to modify its future actions based on the empirical infor-

mation about its interaction with the environment. It, possibly, is the only actor that can modify
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FIGURE 4.7. Objective Function

the behavior of other actors, including, itself. The update mechanisms ensure that the new in-

formation is processed and recorded in the machine’s knowledge state base. Planning module

supports for a plan derivation for various tasks. In case a machine does not know what type of

metrics to use, or has to achieve a goal while generating a plan, it is attempting to utilize learning

modules in order to express the goals through currently existing knowledge or obtain new knowl-

edge about the problem. Finally, inference mechanisms allow to draw new conclusions about the

facts available in the knowledge state, while conflict resolution ensures that all the constraints of

present goals are satisfied.

4.3.1. Learning. Learning is one critically important component of any Machine Intelligent

system that has not been successfully addressed to date. The advancements in areas of AI and

Machine Learning suggest certain intelligent-like behavior for certain scenarios, however recent

research endeavors have been facing complications in delivering domain-independent generic

intelligent agents, capable of learning like humans do. The complication arises due to inability of

ML approaches to approximate truly complex functions [13]. Research in domain-specific areas,

where agents learn certain requirements of interacting in the environment, include reinforcement
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learning, neural networks and genetic algorithms, Bayesian learning, etc. [165]. CRIS’s learning

mechanism is designed such that it should be able to:

a) obtain new knowledge from external sources and update the internal knowledge base

appropriately,

b) modify its behavior (i.e. learn and be able to change its code, including the MCP, if neces-

sary, and any of the symbolic methods utilities, as well as introduce new such utilities, if

needed).

Systems of MI will have to posses this behavior in the future.

4.3.2. Update. The update mechanisms provide a way for the system to perform updates to

the corresponding data structures and knowledge management module it maintains. In order to

better understand how the update mechanisms are triggered, consider a workflow diagram in

Figure 5.2 of Chapter 5. Update mechanisms are initiated multiple times throughout one CRIS’s

workflow execution loop. First, an update occurs when work on existing context, rather than the

new context, is being performed. This update to the system is immediately followed by updates

to the self-model. Additionally, an update to objective function is performed, once objective is

identified from stimulus.

4.3.3. Planning. There has been a considerable development in the field of planning in the

past years, with increased performance and scalability. That was possible due to the assumption
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(define (domain gripper-strips)
(:predicates
(room ?r)

(ball ?b)
(gripper ?g)
(at-robby ?r)
(at ?b ?r)
(free ?g)
(carry ?o ?g))

(:action move
:parameters (?from ?to)
:precondition (and (room ?from)
(room ?to) (at-robby ?from))
:effect (and (at-robby ?to)
(not (at-robby ?from))))

FIGURE 4.9. PDDL domain

(define (problem strips-gripper2)
(:domain gripper-strips)
(:objects rooma roomb ball1 ball2
left right)
(:init (room rooma)
(room roomb)
(ball ball1)
(ball ball2)
(gripper left)
(gripper right)
(at-robby rooma)
(free left)
(free right)
(at ball1 rooma)
(at ball2 rooma))
(:goal (at ball1 roomb)))

FIGURE 4.10. Sample problem

a lot of this planners require regarding the space they operate in, which is normally assumed to

be known in advance [44, 161]. Virtually all of the state of the art planners operate with Planning

Domain Definition Language (PDDL), which allows to identify an abstraction of the world, its

objects and interrelationships between those objects (predicates). Typical components of a PDDL

planning tasks include: objects, predicates, initial state, goal specification and operators. A typical

planner expects two input parameters, a domain file that describes the predicates and actions, and

a problem file that provides specifications for objects, initial state and desired goal state.

A typical small example PDDL domain and problem are presented in Figure 4.9 and Fig-

ure 4.10. The gripper-strips domain has a number of predicates, such as room, ball, gripper,

etc., as well as one action called move defined. The problem named strips-gripper2 identifies

what objects (names) are present in the domain, initializes them using the predicates previously

defined and sets a desired goal to be achieved.

A typical planner architecture [86] looks like the one presented in Figure 4.11. The planner

solves a task in three phases:

a. The Translation component is responsible for transforming the PDDL input into a plan-

ner’s internal representation. During that process, a number of normalizations occur, in

order to bring the logic formulas to a format, understandable by a planner. Most im-

portantly, an invariant synthesis method is used in order to identify groups of related
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propositions, which can be encoded as a single multi-valued variable. The output of the

translation component is a multi-valued planning task (MPT).

b. The Knowledge Compilation generates four kinds of data structures that are key for search

step. Domain transition graphs encode how and under what conditions the state variables

change their values. The causal graph represents hierarchical dependencies between dif-

ferent variables. The successor generator is a data structure for determining the set of

applicable operators in a given state, while the axiom evaluator is a data structure for

computing the values of derived variables.

c. The Search component implements different search algorithms to perform the actual plan-

ning. Two of these algorithms, greedy best-first search and multi-heuristic best-first search,

utilize a heuristic function in order to perform this search, while focused iterative-broadening

search uses information encoded in causal graphs.

For more detailed description of this architecture and its components, refer to [86].

Translation Search
Knowledge 
Compilation

PDDL 
input

Plan 
output

· Normalization
· Invariant synthesis
· Grounding
· Translation to MPT

· Domain transition graphs
· Causal graph
· Successor generator
· Axiom evaluator

· Causal graph heuristic
· FF heuristic
· Greedy best-first search
· Multi-heuristic best-first search
· Focused iterative-broadening 

search

FIGURE 4.11. A Typical Planner Architecture

4.3.4. Inference. Inference mechanism play an important role in aiding commonsense mod-

ule and maintaining updated knowledge base by supplementing it with the newly inferred facts.

Systems utilizing automatic logical inference were a popular research topic in the past with appli-

cations in expert systems and business rule engines. More recent work was done using automated

theorem proving engines with the help of formal logic. The most well-known algorithms that use

first-order logic for inference are forward-chaining, backward-chaining and resolution.

4.3.5. Conflict Resolution. The conflict resolution method insures that a right decision is

picked during the decision-making process that would optimally satisfy the motivation (utility
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function) and the objective function (see Sec. 4.2.13). This utility, essentially, performs an opti-

mization, choosing the most feasible solution across all the relevant parameters. In case there are

several potential plans (and schedules) that the stimulus processing has come up with, the most

feasible outcome is determined by the conflict resolution method.

4.3.6. Progress Towards Goal. Progress towards goal serves as a success measure and how

fast the system is converging towards the set goal. Given with the real-time requirement of agents

in certain applications, this measure becomes really important, as it allows the system estimate

the rate at which certain milestones are to be achieved.

4.4. Front End

The Front End includes a variety of I/O interfaces that CRIS uses in order to communicate

with external world. These include speech, visual, interconnect, along with physical and tactile

sensors. Some possible examples of such sensors are ultrasonic, infrared, and laser range distance

sensors, microphones (speech), cameras (visual), sound, temperature and tactile sensors.

The goal of this research is not to explore the I/O interfaces per se, therefore they are pro-

vided in this abstract architecture for the sake of completeness. Existing extensive research results

in robotics, human-computer interaction and other related areas provide abilities to utilize exist-

ing software solutions. Some of these solutions, however, themselves can require considerable

amount of computational resources, but existing results for such systems will be used in order to

make the estimates.

4.5. Summary

This chapter introduces one of the integral and most important pieces critical to this research—

a part of the model for MI named Abstract Architecture. Together with the Workflow for MI,

which defines interrelations between components of the Abstract Architecture and is described in

Chapter 5, Abstract Architecture defines full model of MI. The architecture definition is provided

in its entirety. Therefore the present model can be considered a fully deterministic abstraction for

a system that is capable to obtain, process and react upon stimuli stream that it is subjected to.
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The discussion provides detailed representation of the architecture, beginning with a top-level

view for the system that incorporates three components—Knowledge State, Symbolic Methods,

and Front End.

One of the key concepts of the Abstract Architecture is an ability to process external stimuli by

forming objectives that are associated with the environment’s contexts, aided by common sense

and expectation modules.

Some of the symbolic methods are discussed in detail in this chapter, including planning,

update and inference. A variety of Front End mechanisms required to support intelligent systems

is provided.

Now that the introduction to the model of MI is made in this chapter, the next chapter will

discuss the second part of the model, namely the Workflow.
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5

Workflow for Machine Intelligence

While the abstract architecture described in Chapter 4 provides an overview of CRIS, it does not

focus on how the components of abstract architecture interact within the system. Moreover, it is

not apparent how this complex entity takes on making decisions, when attempting to respond

to external commands or requests, which are generalized into a term stimuli, as well as how the

knowledge is stored internally and what mechanisms are triggered during such decision making

processes. Furthermore, estimating CRIS’s resource requirements by only considering the archi-

tecture would not be possible, as it is not clear at what incident rates the functional elements of

the abstract architecture operate. The exploration of incident rates is performed in greater detail

in Chapter 6, which introduces and discusses the performance model and resource metrics for

Machine Intelligence. The connection of the workflow and performance model allows to provide

the resource requirements estimates. CRIS workflow is therefore introduced in an attempt to get

closer to answering the main question of this work, which is to obtain estimates of the lower

bound resource requirements for Machine Intelligence.

The workflow description provided below serves an important role of introducing the internal

operational behavior patterns of a typical Machine Intelligent system. Detailed descriptions of

internal mechanisms that are involved in processing of any signal that is captured by the system

are provided. In addition, it is shown how the system deals with solving complex objectives.

This chapter also discusses how any Machine Intelligent system deals with potential infinite loops

when subjected to not being able to make a decision. This chapter, alongside with Chapter 4, is of

significant importance to understanding the internal mechanisms and overall organization of the

model for Machine Intelligence.
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5.1. Simplified Workflow Model

A simplified workflow diagram is presented on Figure 5.1 and describes a typical iteration of a

Machine Intelligent system. Boxes indicate elements of abstract architecture. Straight arrows show

the flow of execution, while dashed arrows signify dependency of components on Knowledge

State.

Front End
context extraction, 

source identification 

Incident 
Stimulus

Pre-processing
disambiguation,

expectation, parsing, 
sensors analysis

Form new sub-

objectives
Execute actions

…

Knowledge State
contextual and 
objective data

Main processing
objective function and 

context stack population, 
axiom checking, planning, 

learning, optimization, 
exception handling 

FIGURE 5.1. CRIS basic workflow

Any iteration begins by processing an incident stimulus that arrives to CRIS’s front end and is

stored in a priority queue, awaiting to be processed. Such queue is required for CRIS to address

stimuli and subsequent potential tasks and objectives according to the level of urgency that is

associated with each stimulus. In short, pre-processing attempts to identify a type of stimulus,

e.g. text, speech, video, etc., being processed, estimate the context associated with stimulus (see

full workflow description below in Section 5.2 for details), acquire and analyze sensors data, and

evaluate importance of input stimuli.
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After initial pre-processing takes place, the workflow execution proceeds to a thorough analy-

sis of given stimulus, going through steps which are kept abstract in this basic workflow diagram.

During this stage, a number of updates to the knowledge state occurs, facilitated by the sym-

bolic methods and master control program (MCP). During this main processing stage it is decided

whether the context in question existed previously or, alternatively, the system is dealing with a

brand-new context.

Objective functions and relevant context stack frames are either updated, in case of pre-existing

contexts, or newly populated. Further, objectives are identified from the stimulus being processed.

Sanity axiom satisfiability checks are performed on various levels (low and high abstract level) in

order to determine that there are not harmful actions scheduled to occur. Planning and learning

mechanisms are then triggered in attempt to satisfy the objective function.

Finally, in case a feasible action scenario—or, potentially, several scenarios—have been de-

vised, a declarative sequence of actions is produced and executed. Alternatively, CRIS might form

new sub-objectives, that may become recursive dependencies to be satisfied in order to achieve

the principal objective. Additionally, in case no feasible solution is found, an exception is raised

in an attempt to resolve the issue of processing stimulus with the help of external guidance.

Exceptions might potentially occur during many stages of workflow execution. Again, de-

tailed analysis of exception raising and handling is provided below in Section 5.2 on detailed

workflow description.

Finally, the control goes back to the entry point of the workflow, taking on a new stimulus

or proceeding to recursively process any sub-objectives that were formed and were placed in the

priority queue.

Main processing on Figure 5.1 is expected to be the most resource demanding part of the basic

workflow with pre-processing and front-end being less computationally expensive, yet still of

significant importance in some applications of Machine Intelligence, regardless of the degree of

consumed resources.

This basic representation of a workflow for Machine Intelligence, in spite of its present high-

level representation, establishes a top-view representation that any Machine Intelligent system, at

least for the purposes of this research effort, follows. Even though certain crucial technical details
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are hidden in the description of basic workflow, the four most important points of a MI system’s

workflow to be emphasized are:

1) Closed-loop workflow execution model;

2) Recursive nature of goal/objective formulation and processing;

3) Context and objective function components closely interacting with each other throughout

any single processing cycle;

4) Modular design of the workflow—which is inherited from abstract architecture representation—

with three main components: front end, stimulus processing, and knowledge state.

5.2. Full Workflow for Machine Intelligence

Following is the full CRIS workflow presented on Figure 5.2. Boxes represent elements of

the abstract architecture, straight arrows show the execution flow, while dashed arrows signify

elements that are recursively dependent on other tasks. Colors are as follows: green indicates

successful objective formulation and execution, red signifies an error or exception, while yellow

stands for formulating a recursive task to be satisfied.

Processing of any request typically begins with the system’s front end receiving input signals,

which are called incident stimuli.

The functional representations of workflow’s main processing elements is provided through-

out this chapter in the following format:

function_name

input: parameter name(s)

output: parameter name(s)

Such functional representation provides clear understanding of the data flow that is occurring

throughout the execution of CRIS execution cycle and identifies the functional elements alongside

with their input and output parameters that are expected by the modules of CRIS model. In

addition to the description of the workflow’s abstract functional elements, two working examples

that show how these elements are operating in a non-abstract way will be considered below in

Sections 5.3 and 5.4 of this chapter respectively. These examples include a case of autonomous

moving vehicle (AMV) [63, 79, 183, 187] and T. Winograd’s blocks world [196–198]. Following is

the description of CRIS full workflow’s functional elements.
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FIGURE 5.2. CRIS full workflow

5.2.1. Front End. Any stimulus is initially received by CRIS’s front end module. The front

end representation is as follows:

front_end

input: stimulus

output: stimulus internal representation
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The front end element obtains stimulus information from the I/O devices and CRIS’s sensors.

The types of input stimuli data vary among text, speech, visual (including photo and video),

sensors data and interconnect. Sensors might be obtaining a variety of input data types, including

distance, light, temperature, proximity, pressure, etc. Interconnect implies that data of various

types, mentioned above, may be communicated, including speech, audio and video. The front

end’s output provides a representation of the raw signal in a digital format, which is immediately

stored on the incident stimuli priority stack. This stack allows to assign priorities to stimuli and

process the most urgent ones at a given moment of time.

5.2.2. Pre-processing. The system is then proceeding to the next stage, pre-processing. Dur-

ing this stage, initial information estimate is performed, including context extraction 1, and source

identification, which figures out where (what entity, place, etc.) the input signal is originating from,

as well as the stimulus disambiguation with the help of the expectation module.

pre_processing

input: stimulus internal representation

output: stimulus_type, stimulus_context, stimulus_importance

The context extraction provides any context information that can be acquired in association

with the given stimulus:

context_extraction

input: stimulus internal representation

output: context representation

The source identification is aimed at determining which source (entity, environment, etc.) the

stimulus is originating from:

source_identification

input: stimulus representation, knowledge state

output: source id, source description

Other important processing elements during this stage include sensors analysis and parsing.

The latter includes various image processing and natural language processing methods, while the

former allows for the data from physical sensors to be collected. This data is important, as it helps

1The concept of contexts, as well as Active Context Stack are described in detail in Chapter 4.
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the system assign priorities to various stimuli by estimating how important they might seem, e.g.

“is the audio signal louder than normal?”, “are some video fragments showing signs of violence?”,

“are physical sensors and external conditions OK and safe?”, “are any living entities threatened?”,

etc.

sensors_analysis

input: stimulus representation

output: sensors data

It is important to differentiate functional elements presented in the pre-processing stage of

workflow from the corresponding elements in the main workflow execution stage. As an example,

consider parsing.

parsing

input: stimulus representation

output: parse trees, POS info

Parsing occurs in both, the pre-processing and main stage and serves the same purpose of pro-

viding certain evaluations of textual stimulus. It is done in different fashions, however, the pre-

processing version lightly touches on processing the stimuli. The objective of the pre-processing

version is to quickly obtain certain readily available information that would allow to assign pri-

orities to stimuli and extract some crucial information necessary to proceed. At this point in the

processing iteration, a system can push the current stimulus on a priority stack and pop a more

important task (stimulus to process) from the top of the stack.

5.2.3. Current or new context? The next stage of the diagram is schematically presented with

a multiplexer (data selector), an element that, given a single input and a selector function S, selects

a single data output. In this case the data selector decides whether the stimulus being processed

has anything to do with a context that is already known to the system, or, alternatively, it is a

brand-new context that needs to be introduced. At this point there are two possible paths that

the workflow can continue with, which are merged back into a single flow of execution after a

few independent steps. In case of the new context, a more thorough processing of the stimulus is

performed, with the data of the pre-processing step utilized to aid this analysis. Various symbolic

methods, semantic analysis and parsing methods are utilized to achieve this goal.
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current_context

input: context information, knowledge base

output: boolean value

5.2.4. Context and knowledge state updates. Once the processing is complete and it is de-

termined whether the system is dealing with a current context, new Active Context Stack (ACS)

frame2 is created and initialized with the information obtained from previous stages. Relevant

parent, sibling and children frames (if any) are linked with the newly created frames.

Consider now the alternative scenario when the data selector decides that the stimulus is as-

sociated with some contexts that were already introduced in the system earlier. The system then

takes on determining precisely which contexts it will need to deal during present execution cy-

cle. The corresponding ACS frames are updated and new parent and/or children connections are

introduced.

At this point the system is leaving the information and stimuli processing stage, moving on to

the

a) internal state updates,

b) decision making of how to react to the stimulus, and

c) performing necessary actions (system’s response to the stimulus).

5.2.5. Self-model update. Once the corresponding ACS and AOS steps are over, the Self-

model Update performs the necessary adjustments to the status of various knowledge state ele-

ments with the newly obtained information:

self_model_update

input: sensors data, knowledge base

output: updated knowledge base

These elements include the system’s utilization (how heavy the workload of its hardware is),

progress towards set of goals (whether progress to reach the goals is done and how fast the conver-

gence rate is), log (document all the events that occurred during this processing cycle) and spatial

dynamics, which tells the system about its status and change in spatial location in the surrounding

environment.

2See Chapter 4 for details on ACS and AOS structure and organization.
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5.2.6. Objectives derivation. Further, an unambiguous objective function is extracted and

generated by the system. There might be potentially many objectives that are competing with

each other and that might have different goals. A trivial case that is possible at this point is to

stop processing of current stimulus due to the fact that an identical objective already exists in a

system. The execution would in this case continue back to the entry point and take on a new

stimulus. Alternatively, this stage can potentially generate new sub-objectives, which would aim

at disambiguating the present objective of interest. This element, as well as pre-processing and

stimulus processing, is of utmost importance to the system and is, in fact, one of its integral parts.

This element is expected to have most fraction of the entire system’s resource utilization for a lot

of applications of MI, including dialogue systems, ASR, NLU, etc.

5.2.7. Axiom satisfiability. Once an unambiguous objective function is identified, an axioms

satisfiability check is performed:

axiom_satisfiability

input: objective function, knowledge base

output: boolean value (OK to proceed?)

The importance of the axiom checker and what circumstances it could lead to, if not present

or not used correctly, is outside of the scope of this workflow description, and is described in

Chapter 4. At this level of analysis only abstract understanding of an objective is given to the

system, therefore the axiom checker used at this stage has to be able to deal with such abstract

objective function formulations.

If the axiom checker allows to continue, the system proceeds to the Planning/Learning step

of the workflow. If, however, the check results in any axiom violations, the Exception handling

mechanism takes control, trying to understand and update the given objective function to the state

that would not disagree with any axioms and guarantee successful outcome.

5.2.8. Update objective function. Moving on, if the check results in no axiom violations, the

system updates the objective function with a set of goals, requirements and any relevant Active

Objective Function Stack (AOS) frames that it determined relevant for the current objective func-

tion.

exception_handling
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input: reason for exception, objective function

output: suggested solution

5.2.9. Planning/Learning. After the update is complete, a Planning/Learning module de-

vizes a plan of action.

planning

input: current state (knowledge base), state to be reached

output: plan representation

Should there be no plan found, the exception handling is activated with an attempt to better

understand the goals and formulate new sub-objective functions to be processed recursively. If a

plan is found, a Plan analysis module translates the plans internal representation into a sequence

of steps to be performed.

plan_analysis

input: plan representation

output: suggested action items

The reason this module is called planning/learning is due to the fact that not all tasks require

planning activity in their execution. One example of an application that does not require planning,

but needs to have a learning component is dialogue systems (e.g. W blocks world: it needs to be

able to learn new concepts and be able to use these concepts in the future requests).

5.2.10. Final loop execution steps. In case the plan analysis module returns a clear sequence

of imperative action items, they are again checked by the axiom satisfiability module (only this

time the non-abstract one), and in case of a green light, CRIS performs the requested actions and

proceeds to processing of the next stimulus in the priority queue. An important optimization

step that happens along the way, before the plan is executed, is choosing an optimal plan among

potentially many different plans.

pick_optimal_plan

input: collection of plans

output: optimal plan
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If, however, some of the action items are declarative, and need further processing for better

understanding of the goal, new sub-objectives are formed recursively in order to satisfy the current

objective function.

5.2.11. Full Workflow Summary. Presented workflow description is dealing with processing

requests in a consecutive fashion, one after another. Consideration of the workflow under this

assumption should not limit a possibility of CRIS having multiple parallel processes, each working

on a particular incident stimulus acquired from the stimuli stack. Note that priority stimuli stack

fits well into this model, as parallel processes will be always acquiring the most relevant task

from the stack at a given time instance. Such an approach will incur certain overheads spent on

the objective functions, ACS and AOS frames synchronization making sure their states are not

invalidated and up-to-date. However, processing the stimuli subjected to CRIS in parallel should

provide faster decision making due to increased performance of the system.

In summary, the introduction of the workflow is critical for this research project, as it allows to

identify the interrelations and (potentially recursive) incident rates of the elements present in the

workflow. Estimation of these incident rates, as well as measurement of the resource requirements

of individual elements allows to provide an estimate of accumulated resource requirements for

CRIS model and, consequently, for any MI system.

Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 presented below discuss sample applications projected onto the

generic workflow. Based on the example of mapping these applications it is shown how CRIS’s

processing and decision making for these particular examples fit onto the generic workflow shown

on Figure 5.2. Since these examples are simplified instances of the generic workflow, certain ele-

ments of it are omitted in the discussion below. This does not mean, however, that such functional

elements are not applicable to any other applications of Machine Intelligence.

The choice of the applications, that are referred to as the “external drivers” in the later chapters

of this thesis, allows to exercise a wide range of the workflow’s functional elements. The external

drivers considered in the later chapters, including the W Blocks world, the Autonomous Moving

Agent (AMA), and the 3-D facial recognition, model three different areas and utilize different

functional elements of the generic workflow when doing so (see Chapter 7 for detailed description

of such elements).
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5.3. Blocks World

The block’s world is simply referred to as “W” in this work. The problem of blocks world rep-

resents a system that is manipulating objects in the world according to user’s requests. Every time

a new request (stimulus) is received, it is being processed in order to understand what the user

wants from the system and, upon successful stimulus processing, the corresponding command is

carried out on a screen. In case, however, a bad command is placed or a solution to the problem

cannot be found, the system announces the negative outcome and gets back to processing next

stimulus. Figure 5.3 shows the system, which is finishing executing a command “stack blocks 14,

8, and 11”. In this sample run boxes and pyramids of different colors and sizes are grouped into

three rows. The world’s state is captured at the moment when the system is finishing executing a

request to “stack blocks 14, 8, and 11” on top of each other.

FIGURE 5.3. T. Winograd’s blocks world sample run
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A specific workflow that is derived from the generic workflow is shown on Figure 5.4. A

sequence of steps provided below is performed when processing this request. The item numbers

correspond to the numbers of the workflow elements and thus some are omitted.
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FIGURE 5.4. Workflow for the “stack blocks 14, 8 and 11” command

(1) A stimulus arrives to the system’s front end.

(2) Processing begins with the front end, where the incoming stimulus is acquired in the raw

form by the W machine. In case of W, the only two types of supported input obtained
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from front end are text and audio signals. Both of these types should have commands or

questions directed at the system.

front_end

input: textual stimulus "stack(14,8,11)"

output: stimulus internal representation

(3) The stimulus representation is put on stack.

(4) Next step, pre-processing, attempts to quickly extract any obvious information about the

request type, identify any entities and their sources and estimate the urgency of such re-

quests. In case of W the pre-processing looks as follows:

pre_processing

input: stimulus internal representation

output:

id objects: blocks ids: 8, 11, 14

semantics: geometrical shape, color, size of blocks

Context extraction, as part of pre-processing follows. In this case context extraction is de-

termined to be as previously seen context, as the prior arrangement of blocks is supposed

to be present in the world already. It is assumed that this request is performed at least

after the initialization stage of the world, at which point any request would be considered

to be operating in previously existing context.

context_extraction

input: stimulus (textual) internal representation

output: current context

Next, source identification module is executed. In this case the request’s source is the user.

source_identification

input: text stimulus internal representation

output: source is the user

Finally, parsing is performed, as part of the pre-processing. The parsing module for W

could check for syntactic errors, e.g. missing closing parathesis and other linguistic infor-

mation.
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parsing

input: textual stimulus representation

output: format of stimulus is OK

(5) Next, the decision making about the context is performed. For the Winograd example the

decision making about the context looks as follows:

current_context

input: context information, knowledge base

output: new context

(6) Since the system is dealing with a previously existing context, ACS is updated.

(11) Next, the self model is updated. It is done in the following way:

self_model_update

input: stimulus data, knowledge base

output: update about system resource utilization,

progress towards goal (execute stack operation)

(12) Next, an objective is extracted from stimulus. For the example considered here, objective

extraction is simply a parsing task that was already performed during the pre-processing

stage.

derive_objective

input: stimulus internal representation

output: objective internal representation

(13) After the objective is extracted, a check is performed for any violations by the axiom

checker:

axiom_satisfiability

input: objective function: "stack 14,8,11", knowledge base

output: OK to proceed moving straight

(14) An update of objective function is performed by adding the current objective to it.

(16) After the planning module is executed for W, a sequence of declarative steps to be per-

formed is devised:

planning
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input: current state --- blocks 14,8,11 on table,

other blocks on table;

state to be reached: (14 on top of 8) and

(8 on top of 11) and (11 on table);

output: pick 8 up, put 8 on 11, pick 14 up, put 14 on 8

(17) The plan analysis module in case of W example:

plan_analysis

input:

plan representation: "pick 8 up, put 8 on 11,

pick 14 up, put 14 on 8"

output: sequence of steps that the system understands

(18–23) Finally, axiom checker is performed again, plan optimization is omitted due to only one

plan existing in this scenario, corresponding updates to the knowledge state are performed

(new locations of objects) and the required actions are executed.

5.4. Autonomous Moving Vehicle

Consider a situation depicted in Figure 5.5, where a yellow car is the autonomous moving

vehicle equipped by a machine intelligent agent operating it. In this particular situation the yellow

car is finishing a passing maneuver and has an objective to return to right lane and continue

driving.

A workflow diagram representation, specifically depicting this particular case of autonomous

moving vehicle, is presented in Figure 5.6.

The following steps of the CRIS generic workflow are performed in order to satisfy the goal of

this agent:

1) A stimulus arrives to the system’s front end.

2) The front end element obtains information from the I/O devices and sensors. For the AMV

example this means that all available information is collected from the system’s physical

front end, including, but not limited to, visual (video and picture), audio (potential com-

mands of a human or another agent in cabin as well as external audio signals, such as

honking or thunder, sensors (proximity sensor, wheel spinning sensor, velocity, trajectory,
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FIGURE 5.5. Autonomous moving vehicle example

temperature, etc.), as well as any remote communication stimuli over the interconnect,

e.g. the AMV might be getting directions and updated tasks remotely. All the captured

stimuli internal representation is the output of this function. The corresponding functional

representation of front end for the AMV example is as follows:

front_end

input:

video, picture, audio, sensors

output: stimulus internal representation

After the front end module is done with current stimulus processing, it is placed on the

incident stimuli priority stack.

3) All instances of captured data from front end are stored on the stimulus priority stack.
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FIGURE 5.6. Autonomous moving vehicle workflow

4) The pre-processing step is concerned with collecting initial information about the stimu-

lus, as well as the surrounding environment and any potential contexts linking objectives

to this environment. Pre-processing for AMV looks as follows. Context extraction, pro-

vides any context information that is related to the given stimulus. In case of the current

example, the previously existing context is obtained, which includes another vehicle of

red color, the road with lane markups, scenery, including any trees and terrain.

pre_processing
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input: stimulus internal representation

output:

id objects: two-lane road, red vehicle A to the right,

road markup

semantics: vehicle A can move, turn, change lanes,

road is static, road markup defines driving rules

context_extraction

input: stimulus internal representation

output: old context (red vehicle, road markup, terrain)

Another module executed during this stage is sensors analysis, which collects data

from physical sensors.

sensors_analysis

input: stimulus representation

output: current velocity, proximity to the red car,

trajectory, temperature, wheels spin

The parsing module that is executed as part of preprocessing is as follows. In this

scenario, if an immediate importance of the audial command/question can be estimated,

the current execution can be preempted in favor of a more demanding request from an

external entity. It allows to establish an immediate emergency and give priority to a more

demanding task to be processed immediately.

parsing

input: audio or textual stimulus representation

output: imperative (easy) commands/questions

5) A decision is made that the context was previously seen to the system, which means that

it is current.

current_context

input: context information, knowledge base

output: boolean --- the context is current
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(6,7) Existing ACS is updated with new information.

(11) The self-model updates of the AMV system are done as follows:

self_model_update

input: sensors data, knowledge base

output: update about system resource utilization,

state of hardware, progress towards goal (finish maneuver),

sensors state, physical

characteristics: velocity, position, trajectory

(12) The AMV objective derivation follows. In this case the objective is to proceed moving

straight until safe to go back to right lane.

derive_objective

input: stimulus internal representation, knowledge state

output: continue driving straight

(13) In case of AMV the axiom checker is as follows:

axiom_satisfiability

input: objective function: "proceed moving straight",

knowledge base

output: OK to proceed moving straight

The AMV example does not imply an exception occurring under given circumstances

(the vehicle is supposed to move straight without any incidents or blocking factors), so the

functional representation for these elements is omitted. Potentially, however, exceptions

could occur at any time, due to a flat tire, an animal on the road, etc. for the AMV case.

The system therefore should always be ready to handle such scenarios.

(14) An update of objective function is performed by adding the current objective to it.

(16) Next the planning is executed. This looks as follows:

planning

input: current state (knowledge base),

state to be reached: travel x meters forward in 1 second

output: proceed with certain velocity forward
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(17) The plan analysis module in case of AMV example:

plan_analysis

input:

plan representation: "proceed with certain velocity"

output:

keep steering wheel straight,

continue with certain velocity (calculated)

(18–23) Once the axioms are checked again, the knowledge state is finally updated with the current

AMV’s velocity, location and the required steps of maintaining the steering wheel and

velocity are executed.

5.5. Generic CRIS application

Finally, consider a situation of generic CRIS application, which is again equipped with an

intelligent agent that is theoretically capable of operating any Machine Intelligent application, in-

cluding such examples as an intelligent coffee maker, an autonomous agent exploring planets (e.g.

autonomous intelligent lunar vehicle) and a smart home monitoring system. Although a generic

CRIS case is discussed below in application to the generic CRIS workflow, these 3 orthogonal ex-

amples will be used as special cases of generic Machine Intelligence. The following steps of the

CRIS generic workflow are performed in order to satisfy the goal of generic CRIS agent:

(1) A stimulus arrives to the system’s front end.

(2) The front end element obtains information from the I/O devices and sensors. In a generic

CRIS case that means any audio, video, sensor and remote communication information.

For all 3 example applications that implies that the information is collected from the the

system’s physical front end, i.e. whether any input to brew coffee has been provided

(either speech or a press of a button) for the coffee machine, any remote command given

to the lunar vehicle or any audio (either local or remote) command has been placed to the

smart home CRIS. According to the workflow diagram on Figure 5.2, obtained stimuli are

stored in a incident stimuli priority stack.

front_end

input:
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video, picture, audio, sensors

output: stimulus internal representation

(4) The pre-processing step is concerned with collecting initial information about the stim-

ulus, as well as the surrounding environment (physical and logical) and any potential

contexts linking objectives to this environment. For example, in case of lunar vehicle, the

system needs to identify that requests from a remote location over interconnect need to

be associated with some contexts in the physical proximity of an agent. Also, during this

pre-processing step, a stimulus importance level is evaluated and the stimuli is placed

into the corresponding place in the stimuli priority stack. Again, this is necessary in or-

der to attempt to process critical situations first, which potentially would lead to avoiding

dangerous situations or dealing with most critical goals for the system.

pre_processing

input: stimulus internal representation

output:

id objects, semantics of objects,

id contexts, stimulus priority

The next step, context extraction, provides any context information that is related to the

derived stimulus description. At this stage, the system makes a decision whether this

context was previously introduced to the system workflow, or it is a brand-new context

that the system is dealing with. Imagine an example of a smart home, where a user is

communicating to CRIS remotely and a query of what the temperature value is inside the

house is was placed. That would be a new context to the system. Now, if a user asked

to decrease the temperature value by 10 degrees, that would make the system work with

previously existing context, i.e. the conversation about the house temperature. The system

would also have to be aware of any other metrics about the house in case the request

would have to deal with them. All of those metrics would be previously existing context

frames, too.

context_extraction

input: stimulus internal representation

output: new/old context
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In addition to context extraction, source identification is performed as part of the pre-

processing. This is necessary in order to keep track of the source id, where the stimulus

was originating from. The importance of this step is obvious, as it would allow to com-

municate with the source in case the system is not capable of processing the stimulus or

executing the objective in the form that it was given.

source_identification

input: stimulus internal representation

output: source is the external world

Another module executed during this stage is sensors analysis, which collects data from

physical sensors. For lunar vehicle, this could be sensors data similar to AMV example,

while for the smart home these could be any data related to the state of the house, e.g. tem-

perature, humidity, what devices are turned on and operating, current energy consump-

tion, CO2 levels, quality of the air inside, etc. Coffee maker sensors data could provide the

coffee temperature, as well as wether buttons are pressed on the machine.

sensors_analysis

input: stimulus representation

output: sensors data

Just as the case was with specific driver applications of MI, a generic CRIS application will

execute parsing as part of its pre-processing. This is done in order to be able to readily deal

with trivial requests as well as to help identify those critical stimuli inputs to the system.

parsing

input: audio or textual stimulus representation

output: imperative (easy) commands/questions

(5) Next step is the decision making about the contexts associated with the current stimulus.

This step is utilizing information obtained from the pre-processing step in order to make

a decision whether the old context or the new context branch of the execution workflow is

to be performed.

current_context

input: context information, knowledge base
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output: boolean

(6, 7) The self-model updates of the generic CRIS system include any updates to the internal

state in the light of the newly obtained information. These include a variety of sensors

data (including velocity, physical location, external and internal conditions, etc.), internal

resource utilization (how heavy the workload on the system is), “health” status of the

system’s hardware components, history of itself and progress made towards set of goals.

self_model_update

input: sensors data, knowledge base

output: updated knowledge state: resource utilization,

state of hardware, progress towards goals,

sensors state, physical characteristics

(12) Next is a step of the objective derivation and consequently formulation of objective func-

tion, which is further placed on the Objective Function Stack. In case of the generic CRIS

application, objective derivation can become a complex step that would require substan-

tial amount of resource due to potentially recursive nature of this derivation. As can be

seen on Figure 5.2, this task might formulate new sub-objectives recursively, at which

point the derivation of the initial objective will depend on potentially multiple workflow

iterations. As an example, consider the smart home application. A user calls CRIS on a

phone and asks to “make it feel nice inside the house before the owners and guests arrive”.

The system needs to derive the main objective—maintain pleasant environment inside the

house (which is probably stored somewhere in the system’s log, since the user is referring

to this information)—which depends on a few sub-objectives: understand what pleasant

environment is (query previous history of communication with that particular source of

stimulus) and attempt to figure out when guests and owners are arriving (track owner’s

GPS location, check calendar of the event).

derive_objective

input: stimulus internal representation, knowledge state

output: imperative/declarative objective(s)

(13) A system further needs to check whether an objective of interest satisfies axioms stored

in the system. In case of a lunar vehicle, for example, a violation of the axioms would be
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actions that would lead to harm made to humans or other autonomous agents operating

in the environment. However, axioms might be defined differently depending on a type of

application in consideration, and might be less or more relaxed about the allowed actions.

axiom_satisfiability

input: objective function, knowledge base

output: boolean value

(14) An update of objective function is performed by adding the current objective to it. This

means that the AOS data structure inside the Knowledge State is updated by adding a

new Objective Function frame on the stack.

(16) Next the planning is executed. All three sample applications will have to involve some de-

gree of planning in carrying out their objectives. Lunar vehicle would be similar to AMV

example above, the smart home would have to plan enabling or disabling any certain

equipment, and maintaining certain conditions inside the house, while the coffee maker

would have to plan the proportion of coffee/sugar/water/milk in the drink. This looks

as follows in a generic case:

planning

input: current state (knowledge base), state to be reached

output: steps necessary to reach the goal state

(17) The plan analysis module analyzes steps derived by the planner (if any). This step also

might potentially turn to recursive dependencies, which would be very important to es-

timate in terms of algorithmic complexities and overall resource requirements in further

chapters.

plan_analysis

input: plan representation:

output: sequence of steps (imperative or declarative)

(18–23) Once the axioms are checked again, the knowledge state is finally updated with the current

agent’s state, location and the required steps are executed.
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5.6. Summary

This chapter introduces one of the most important elements of a model for Machine Intelligence—

the generic Workflow. This workflow provides extensive amount of details on how the interaction

of elements of Abstract Architecture for MI (Chapter 4) occurs during a typical iteration of CRIS.

The discussion presents two layers of the workflow, an abstract basic workflow representation,

along with the detailed workflow specification. The former allows to envision an overall picture

of how the workflow is supposed to be operated, while the latter provides a clear and well-defined

approach on how to implement the CRIS workflow. The level of detail and abstraction of the pre-

sented workflow model is hypothesized to be sufficient to serve as a template for modeling generic

Machine Intelligence. Hence, the measurement results obtained from experiments defined by such

model are true, if this hypothesis is true.

Further, a series of driver applications is introduced and a detailed discussion on how these

applications map onto the generic workflow is provided. These driver applications include T.

Wingorad’s Blocks World, referred to as “W”, Autonomous Moving Vehicle (AMV) subjected to

an external driving environment as well as a generic CRIS driver application. The latter is not to

be confused with a generic CRIS workflow, as it provides a description of the execution order for

CRIS’s Abstract Architecture functional elements. A generic CRIS driver application can in fact

be considered a system of Machine Intelligence by definition, as it utilizes the generic Abstract

Architecture as well as generic Workflow in order to define itself. Generic CRIS driver application

is an abstract machine that is capable of executing any Machine Intelligent task. Without loss of

generality, a number of examples of advanced MI applications are provided in order to show that

this system is generic.

Now that the two main aspects of a system for Machine Intelligence, namely Abstract Ar-

chitecture and Workflow, are introduced, next chapter will be dedicated to the discussion of a

Performance Model and Metrics for MI.
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6

Performance Model for Machine Intelligence

This chapter introduces the final required piece of the model that enables estimating the lower

bound of resource requirements for problems of Machine Intelligence (MI): the Performance

Model. Previous chapters introduced two other important aspects of MI: the Abstract Architec-

ture and the Workflow, shown in Figures 6.1, and 6.2. The abstract architecture provides a detailed

definition of all components of the Cognitive Real-time Interactive System (CRIS), which is one

possible system of MI and the focus of this thesis. The workflow provides details of a step-by-

step execution for any problem of MI, with various potential scenarios and outcomes (for detailed

description of corresponding concepts see Chapters 4 and 5 respectively). Now that these two

major elements are introduced, the crucial missing element that is required in order to provide

the full model for estimation of resource requirements for MI is the Performance Model. These

three elements combined together will provide a foundation for exploring the space of all possible

problems of MI. For instance, how such programs operate, and how various functional elements

of the architecture interact with each other via the worklfow. Finally, in order to accomplish the

goal of this work, determining what the resource requirements for MI are, the performance model

introduced in this chapter will be used. The performance model, combined with metrics of driver

applications subjected onto the generic workflow, will allow us to analyze, extrapolate and pre-

dict the future bounds of resource requirements for problems of MI, provided that there is some

prior knowledge, such as algorithm asymptotic complexity analysis or sample runs that present a

relationship between the size of a problem and metrics of interest for the specific MI problem.
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Symbolic 
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Consequence

Query/Update

Response

Interface

FIGURE 6.1. Recap of abstract architecture for Machine Intelligence. The abstract
architecture at the top level consists of three elements, Knowledge State, Symbolic
Methods, and Front End. This models a closed-loop system, where Front End is in-
terfacing with the external world and Symbolic Methods, while Symbolic Methods
are functionally dependent on and obtain data from the Knowledge State.

6.1. Main metrics for MI

The Performance Model is defined in the form of an equation that includes requirement es-

timates for the most significant elements of the Workflow. The formula provides estimates ex-

pressed in the amount of execution time that is estimated for an application of MI. A few examples

of classes of MI applications are summarized below along with examples of how the performance

model works. In addition to defining a general performance model that will serve as the founda-

tion for defining bounds on the computational resources, this chapter provides a discussion of the

metrics and parameters that can be used in order to characterize such requirements.

A metric, Floating Point Operations per Second (FLOPS), and a requirement parameter, main

memory capacity, are used in this study in order to quantify the bounds on resource require-

ments. Main memory capacity is a requirement because it enables a particular problem to run

given enough memory is allocated for that problem. An increase in available memory beyond the

required point would not affect the performance, or the time to solution of a problem. Since this

study is concerned with problems of MI that operate in real time, another requirement imposed

on the execution of problems considered is time to solution. For the applications of MI real time

implies that the time to solution requirement should be on the order of seconds, normally rang-

ing from one to three seconds. Some additional metrics that might be considered in the future to

further improve understanding of resource requirements are provided below in Section 6.3.
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FIGURE 6.2. Recap of generic workflow for Machine Intelligence. This workflow
provides a description of step-by-step execution of an iteration of any machine in-
telligent system. Blue dots indicate potential read/write accesses to the Knowledge
State. Green traces indicate normal execution, while red traces suggest a problem,
which might need to be reevaluated or might not be possible to solve. Yellow traces
indicate data dependencies on solutions of future iterations of the system.

Looking at only the three metrics and parameters mentioned above as characteristics of re-

source requirements for problems of MI is one possible view on the problem. Such an approach

is not generic, as characterizing machine intelligent behavior will, most likely, require several

additional metrics that would accurately reflect all various aspects of computations involved by
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providing a bigger picture. However, it is hypothesized that this approach of characterizing re-

source requirements of machines for certain classes of applications of MI via the proposed metrics

and requirements is important and useful. Consider semantic parsing as an example application

to which the metrics of interest could be applied. It is estimated that for a problem with a vo-

cabulary size of one thousand, the number of operations required is on the order of one billion.

Therefore, to run this kind of a problem in real time, one would need to have computational re-

sources of an order of one billion FLOPS, which is a useful general metric for the MI performance

model since the majority of systems and algorithms already present performance reports in it.

Further, the hypothesis that the approach chosen is important and useful finds support in the

majority of scientific publications on the topic of resource utilization for applications of Machine

Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) [12, 15, 30, 32, 36, 37, 56, 96, 102, 124, 152, 158].

As it has been mentioned in earlier chapters, the question of resource utilization for approaches

and algorithms of MI has not been extensively studied, but those documented efforts mainly are

concerned with the number of Operations (Ops)1, usually expressed in the form of big O notation

using asymptotic analysis (see Table 6.1). Main memory was added as an additional metric for

estimation of resource requirements (because it is one of the standard metrics for reporting in

the Top500 and Graph500 lists). Additionally, the performance model, abstract architecture, and

workflow are designed in a generic way that allows for straightforward extension to incorporate

additional metrics of interest in the future. In fact, the abstract architecture and workflow would

not be affected at all in the event additional metrics are introduced to the study. None of the

existing metrics are driving the decisions of the architecture design or CRIS’s algorithmic behavior.

The performance model would be the only component that would require changes. A discussion

of the kinds of changes necessary if new metrics are introduced is provided after the formula

definition of the performance model (see Section 6.2 below).

As an example of a potentially useful metric for MI, consider the case of graph applications,

as a subset of applications of MI. Such a subset of problems is quite large, including graph algo-

rithms of finding shortest paths [69], planning [112], and semantic and syntactic search in Natural

1It is imperative to distinguish between two different metrics: Ops, and FLOPS, which have different units.
The former is just an integer number that characterizes how many operations certain software or algorithm
requires to execute, while the latter is the rate of that number of operations per unit of time. For simplicity
and to make the two terms distinguishable, the number of floating point operations will be referred to as
Ops, while the number of floating point operations per second will be referred to as FLOPS throughout this
thesis.
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Language Processing (NLP) [78,94,116]. One possible metric to express the performance of graph

algorithms executed on High Performance Computing (HPC) systems is Traversed Edges per Sec-

ond (TEPS). One could consider a question of finding a best class of machines (from architecture

and software points of view) to run these kinds of problems. If an approach of only looking at

FLOPS and memory capacity were chosen, one of the best machines to run problems of MI, and

therefore graph problems, would be Tianhe-2A, which is as of this writing considered the fourth

fastest cluster according to the Top500 list [185]. Even though this machine is great for deliver-

ing one of the best High-Performance Linpack numbers (Rmax = 61,444.5 TFLOPS2 vs 122,300.0

TFLOPS fastest machine, Summit, on Top500 list), it would not be as competitive in delivering

the best TEPS numbers (2,061.48 GTEPS3 vs 38,621.4 GTEPS which is what the fastest machine on

Graph500 list, the K computer, achieves [73], see Figure 6.3).

The same goes the other way around, with the fastest supercomputer on Graph500 list, the K

computer, being the 16th on the Top500 list (10,510.00 TFLOPS). So, in this example, if a user were

just concerned with FLOPS and main memory capacity to assess requirements of MI problems for

graph applications, the estimates would yield a range of results varying by an order of magni-

tude in the worst case scenario. Figure 6.3 shows two functions, number of TTEPS, and TFLOPS

achieved on the 10 most prominent machines.

The domain is sorted in the ascending order of the performance results for TEPS, with K com-

puter being first on the Graph 500 list (as of June 2018), and Tianhe-2 finding itself at 10th place.

It is observed that the FLOPS graph, however, is not monotonically decreasing, with certain su-

percomputers behaving unexpectedly. The best example of such inconsistent behavior in terms of

TEPS vs FLOPS is Tianhe-2 system, which is the lowest out of ten in terms of TEPS, while being

the second best performing in terms of FLOPS. Consequently, using FLOPS instead of TEPS in

CRIS would introduce a variance in performance estimation.

In summary, three metrics and requirement parameters, FLOPS, main memory capacity, and

time to solution were chosen in order to quantify the problems of MI. This was done because

these are the most widely used metrics in quantifying algorithms and ranking the current fastest

machines. This approach is not intended to be the final or best way to quantify classes of all

problems of MI. Rather, it is intended to provide an initial approach to performance estimation

2T—Tera=1012

3G—Giga=109
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FIGURE 6.3. The amount of TEPS and FLOPS that the top ten most powerful su-
percomputers (according to Graph500, i.e. TEPS-wise) achieve. The domain in
sorted in the descending order of achieved TEPS (from faster on the left to slower
on the right). A corresponding FLOPS graph shows non-monotonic behavior. The
fact that there is not a correlation between the fastest TEPS and FLOPS machines
is obvious: compare the FLOPS of Sunway TaihuLight and Tianhe-2 (approx. 93
TFLOPS vs approx. 61 TFLOPS, which are both the same order of magnitude) vs
the TEPS of the corresponding machines (approx. 23 TTEPS vs approx. 2 TTEPS,
which observe an order of magnitude difference).

for problems of MI. An example of where this specific approach might provide wrong results has

been provided. It is hypothesized that, irrespective of limitations described above, this approach

is useful and is a good first approximation to use these two metrics to quantify the performance of

MI. Based on the results of this research study, future approaches can be easily adjusted to include

additional metrics that would more precisely express requirements for MI. Additional metrics

that may be helpful in expressing resource requirements are discussed in Section 6.3 below. A

brief discussion as to why these metrics may be important and beneficial is provided. The next
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section introduces an important concept of the performance model, based on the proposed metrics

and requirement parameters.

6.2. Performance Model

An approach to defining the formula describing the Performance Model is taken from the

point of view of low-level metrics that determine requirements for MI. The three most signifi-

cant metrics and requirement parameters that this research is based on are the number of FLOPS,

memory capacity and time to solution that are necessary in order for systems to support problems

of MI in real time.

Prior to introducing an equation that describes the Performance Model, an overview of various

applications of MI along with their asymptotic computational costs is provided. Table 6.1 shows a

number of such activities, their Ops estimates, as well as memory capacity that is needed in order

to support these activities. Some of these estimates are taken from prior research in the field,

while others are estimates and derivatives based on the known algorithms in the corresponding

areas of MI. A brief description of various areas of Machine Intelligence from Table 6.1 follows.

The summaries of different applications from the table are supplemented by the descriptions of

problem size parameters.

Facial recognition is a technology that attempts to identify and recognize a person from a

digital image or a a frame from a video source. Normally, a facial recognition algorithm will

operate by comparing facial features of a face in question against an existing database of faces.

Today’s mainstream approaches are based on deep learning and machine learning. However,

alternative approaches not utilizing ML also exist (see Chapter 7). The size n is defined as the

number of points in the face point cloud, while n2 for the traditional ML approaches is the number

of pixels in an image.

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is a subfield of computational linguistics, computer sci-

ence, and electrical engineering that is aimed at translating spoken language into text by machines.

This field represents one very important class of problems of Machine Intelligence. Various solu-

tions, provided by major leading software companies, including Google, Apple, Baidu, Microsoft

and others, find their applications in various fields ranging from personal assistants to educa-

tion and help to people with disabilities. The parameter m defines a size of a vocabulary that the
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Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system is operating on, and n is the order of singular value

decomposition (n� m). The worst case scenario is therefore O(m2).

Two different approaches to parsing, which are both examples of problems in Computational

Linguistics and Natural Language Processing, are in part used by systems of Speech Recognition

mentioned above. Parsing, however, can be used for a wide variety of other problems, including

analysis of any text, such as library collections, or social media. The parameters of problem sizes

for parsers are as follows: m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes of a directed

graph, with nodes being the sentence words and edges—connections between those words.

Autonomous Moving Agent is an agent that performs tasks with a high degree of autonomy.

The essence of agency is that “an agent can control to some extent its own destiny” [175]. That

requires automaticity—the agent to have capability to sense the environment and to act upon it

and not require intervention of any external entities [61]. The usual applications of such agents

include space missions, terrain discovery, household maintenance, etc. The problem size n in the

table above signifies a number of obstacles that the agent is subjected to throughout its execution.

Planning is a branch of AI that is concerned with an ability of intelligent systems to come up

with a sequence of actions, given an initial state (most often the state an intelligent agent is in) and

a goal state.

Lip reading is an example of an area where AI has shown impressive results, with automated

systems beating the experienced human lip reading capabilities (93.4% accuracy vs 52.3% average

across all subjects) [9]. The problem size n in the table above incorporates a product of number of

frames per second of video stream and frames per second of audio stream.

Handwriting recognition is an ability of a computer to obtain and interpret intelligible hand-

written text. Most of the time handwriting implies Optical Character Recognition (OCR).

Now that descriptions of various examples of problems in the area of MI are provided along

with their Ops and memory capacity estimates, below is the formula that defines the performance

model for MI:

(6.1) T =
N

∑
i=1

CiTi +
N

∑
i, j=1

CiC jMi jTiTj,

where T is the overall time in seconds that is required for a specific problem or a class of problems

to execute, N > 0 is the number of problems considered, Ti is the expected time to solution in
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seconds for a particular problem, Mi j, i, j = 1, . . . ,N is a matrix that signifies whether the objective

functions of problems i and j are associated and have to be worked out together, while Ci, i =

1, . . . ,N defines combinatorial features associated with particular MI problems. In order to use

Equation 6.1 with Ops estimates from Table 6.1, it is important to note that the expected time to

solution for a problem i is Ti = Fi/R, where Fi is the number of Ops from Table 6.1 for a specific

problem i, and R is the achieved rate measured in Ops per second (or FLOPS) on a certain machine

for problem i. Using the definition of Ti, equation 6.1 can also be expressed in the form:

(6.2) T =
1
R

N

∑
i=1

CiFi +
1

R2

N

∑
i, j=1

CiC jMi jFiFj.

To understand how these equations work, consider an example of the autonomous moving

agent augmented with a task of facial identification and 3-D recognition whenever a face is be-

lieved to have been identified in an immediate vicinity of the agent.The intent of the performance

model is to estimate the resource requirements (either in FLOPS or in seconds) of this activity.

According to the Table 6.1 the autonomous moving agent and the 3-D facial recognition should

incur the values of coefficients provided in Table 6.2.

Coefficient Autonomous moving agent (i = 1) 3-D facial recognition (i = 2)

ni n1 = 20 n2 = 4500

Ci C1 = O(101) C2 = O(103)

Mi j M12 = 1 M21 = 1

Fi F1 = O(102) F2 = O(1010)

TABLE 6.2. Values for parameters of two problems of MI: the autonomous moving
agent and the 3-D facial recognition.

The values of n1 and n2 are chosen as follows: n1 = 20 signifies an example with 20 obstacles

in the external environment, while n2 = 4500 is the average number of points of 3-D point cloud

obtained from 20 cameras. The coefficient C1 = 10 signifies that not only a single operation of

planning occurs throughout the system’s execution, but 10 alternative plans are considered as an

example. The value of is calculated as follows F1 = O(n2
1) = O(102). In a similar fashion, suppose

the 3-D facial recognition algorithm uses a database with one thousand faces which yields: C2 =
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O(103), F2 = O(n3
2) = O(1010). Finally, since the two methods, the autonomous moving agent and

3-D facial recognition are supposed to work jointly, M12 = M21 = 1. Plugging all of the above terms

into the Equation 6.2, we get T =
1
R
[C1F1 +C2F2]+

2
R2C1C2M12F1F2. Now, if it is assumed that these

computations were to be performed on one compute core of a conventional MPP (Cray XE6, the

BigRed II MPP), which delivers approximately R = O(1010) FLOPS for certain applications of MI,

the results of that combined task would be achieved in

T =
1

O(1010)

[
O(103)+O(1013)

]
+

2
O(1020)

O(1016) = O(103)

seconds. If the same problem were to be executed on a configuration with R = O(1012), the exe-

cution time T = O(101), which is real time processing on the order of one second. If all available

resources of BigRed II (R = O(1014)) would be used, it would require T = O(10−1) seconds to run

the problem considered.

Following an approach similar to the one presented above, the formula for performance model

can be used in order to determine resource requirements for any combination of tasks of MI. Since

this research is situated around tasks of real-time processing, given the number of Ops for a par-

ticular combination of tasks, the performance characteristics of the machine capable of processing

such tasks in real time can be obtained.

6.3. Additional metrics

This section discusses alternative potential metrics that can be used to express resource bounds

for problems of MI. In addition to the three metrics and requirement parameters introduced and

discussed above in Section 6.1, the additional metrics described below can be useful when quan-

tifying the resource requirements. These metrics have not been included into the present perfor-

mance model, as the present approach defines the performance model to the first order approx-

imation by including the most significant metrics in it. The additional metrics to be considered

are:

1) Measures of intelligence. How “smart” or “intelligent” the system is at conducting various

tasks of MI. Separate consideration is needed to define the units of such a metric, as well

as how to measure the values of the metric. An approach chosen to measure intelligence

should be robust, without shortcomings inherent to some existing approaches in the area
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of AI. Consider an article by Su et al. [180], where the authors are exposing shortcomings

of particular deep learning algorithms by altering a single pixel in test data. The results for

some of the test data classification that are obtained under such scenarios are sometimes

astonishing, with the systems predicting an object in the test data to be semantically a

completely different entity (e.g. an airplane instead of a deer) with confidence level well

beyond 85% (for some cases 99%).

2) Size of information storage. Simply put, this measure is concerned with the total number

of bytes that the system of MI is operating with and has the capacity of. This is different

from main memory capacity in that this measure will quantify the amount of data read

and written from disk storage. It, therefore, falls a few orders of magnitude behind the

main memory characteristics of latency and bandwidth.

3) Throughput. How fast would the information have to be transmitted from storage lo-

cations (potentially in the cloud) to a particular CRIS system. This metric is measured

in bytes per second and could be applied to either a local MI system (i.e. the disk stor-

age or main memory) or processing of data that involves network accesses. CRIS entities

can operate through a network maintaining and constantly updating a state of universal

knowledge. These updates can be reflected in a centralized registry and later be used by

other entities upon request.

4) Operations primitives. This is a higher level set of metrics that is not inherent to the hard-

ware system that the problem is run on. The primitive operations include input (audio,

video, sensors data), output, updates and queries of the knowledge state. These higher

level metrics can be used in order to quantify the applications of MI and hardware systems

supporting such applications in a way similar to the metric TEPS quantifying modern su-

percomputers for the problems of graph processing. Measures of the rate of parallel input

per second (e.g. multiple input video and audio channels being processed concurrently)

or updates of a system state per second may be beneficial for quantifying problems of MI.

5) Concurrency. The concurrency can help to estimate the number of simultaneous oper-

ations a system would be able to execute. This metric will have to take into account a

considerable amount of previously mentioned parameters and, essentially, represents a

combination of them.
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6) Data movement channels.

When considering quantification of a system for MI, a few various types of communi-

cations are distinguished. All of them will play an important role in measuring the over-

heads and latencies the system would encounter in performing specific computations. The

types of communication can be classified as:

– System-wide communication

– Communication to relatively local memory

– Intra-chip communication

– Broad external I/O and mass storage

7) Energy and power. This is another really important metric that can be incorporated into

the performance model in the future. It is important because energy consumption is one

of the crucial aspects when it comes to almost any application of autonomous or mobile

agents possessing elements of MI. With significant attention already paid to delivering not

only the fastest, but power efficient (FLOPS per watt) systems [74], this metric will most

probably be one to incorporate into the performance model.

8) I/O channels will present additional metrics, such as:

– Knowledge access rate. This metric can provide an insight on the rate of I/O when

generating or accessing the knowledge state of CRIS.

– How many channels are there in each I/O category

– Characteristics of each I/O channel: speech, quality of speech, throughput

– Interconnect

– Sensors. Temperature sensors are an example.

– Physical + tactile manipulation

6.4. Summary

This chapter introduces one of the key elements that combine efforts of resource requirements

estimates for problems of Machine Intelligence—the Performance Model. The model is presented

in a form of a formula that takes into account metrics and requirements, which are the number of

FLOPS, time to completion, and main memory capacity. A substantial number of additional po-

tential metrics are presented and discussed. It is argued that such metrics could easily be added to
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the performance model in the future without affecting the actual model that defines a system for

MI. This thesis is now proceeding to the last part of its logical partition, the description of experi-

ments, and consequently reporting of the results. Next chapter, Chapter 7 provides description of

the external driver applications that are mapped onto the workflow. Chapter 8 discusses results

that were obtained by executing these experiments. Finally, Chapter 9 provides estimates on the

lower bound resource requirements for MI, and Chapter 10 presents the conclusions, future work

and final thoughts.
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7

Description of Experiments and Methodology

This chapter presents an overview of an experimental setup that had been put in place in or-

der to obtain the results provided and discussed in the next two chapters. Driver applications,

mapped onto the functional elements of CRIS architecture, following the principles of generic

workflow, are presented and discussed in details below. Three driver applications are consid-

ered: i) Wingograd’s blocks world, ii) 3-D facial recognition, and iii) Autonomous Moving Agent

(AMA). Brief summaries and motivations are provided for each external driver prior to the actual

experimental setup descriptions. In addition, it is shown how each of the drivers is related to the

generic workflow of Machine Intelligence (MI) (Figure 5.2).

7.1. Blocks World

This section introduces an external driver, the blocks world or SHRLDU initially presented and

implemented by T. Winograd [196–198]. This driver was chosen as a simplistic analog of a generic

architecture and workflow of Cognitive Real-time Interactive System (CRIS) (see Figure 7.1) and

as an experimental base in order to practice and test some fundamental ideas of the system. Such

an exercise presents an important set of problems that are imperative and relevant to both the

blocks world system as well as the generic workflow, including task planning, natural language

understanding and processing along with knowledge management and representation. Some of

the approaches implemented within the framework of this exercise provided better understanding

of the interrelationship of functional elements in CRIS. Before proceeding with the details of the

driver application, a brief survey of Winograd’s original SHRDLU system is provided.

In the end of 1970s T. Winograd had developed a program for understanding natural language,

called SHRDLU. This program carried out a simple dialog with the user about a small world of
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objects (called BLOCKS world). The main focus of this work was on the language parser that

allowed the user to interact with the machine using English natural language as input. The user

instructed the system to move various objects in the blocks world. Among the most important

features, which at the same time allowed for such a system to appear intelligent to a human, were:

1) the blocks world was simple and limited; the entire set of objects and locations could be

described by a lexicon containing about 50 words;

2) the system retained record of actions performed in the context of the conversation;

3) due to keeping track of the history of requests and tasks performed, the system could

answer questions of the sort “Can you put a box on a pyramid?” or “Can you stack two

pyramids together?”.

The choice of Winograd’s BLOCKS as a driver application for the workflow allowed for a

better understanding of common requirements and practices needed for implementation of in-

teractive systems analogous to CRIS, but with the reduced semantics and functionality. Most

importantly, this implementation was used to obtain measurements of bounds on resource re-

quirements. As will be shown in Chapter 8, the real time regime (sub one second) is achieved for

certain number of blocks in the world.

Queries of the sort “put block X on top of block Y”, “stack blocks X, Y, and Z” were imple-

mented. Additionally, question answering scenarios were implemented, including types of ques-

tions “did you pick block X up?”, and in case of the positive response, asking “why?”, which

would generate an answer explaining why a certain block was picked up (e.g. as an objective re-

quirement in order to complete a certain rearrangement of the blocks). Additionally, experiments

with integrating an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) into the blocks world workflow were

carried out [65]. In order to obtain the resource requirements of the blocks world, the input data

from the AIPS-00 planning competition for the blocks world was used [2].

Figure 7.1 below shows details of how the blocks world is mapped onto the generic workflow.

The red arrows in the Figure indicate a route that is taken in order to process the text stimulus of

“(stack, 14, 8, 11)”, which means to stack three objects with numbers 14, 8, and 11 on top of each

other respectively. A brief description of how main processing modules of the workflow operate

follows.
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FIGURE 7.1. Workflow for the “stack blocks 14, 8, and 11” command. The red
arrows indicate a trace of execution of the workflow. Most resource demanding
method is the “Plan input” STRIPS-like planner (circled red).

The main entry point in the workflow begins by receiving a stimulus of the form “(stack, 14,

8 ,11)”. CRIS then proceeds to obtaining that stream from the I/O interface, placing it on the

priority stack and performing a simple pre-processing, the result of which is to define that it is

the textual input type that the system is dealing with and that it relates to the blocks world. It is

then determined by the system that this request has to do with an already existing context—the

system is dealing with blocks that had been introduced to the system in the past. After updating
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the Active Context Stack (ACS) with a corresponding frame, a self model state of the system is

query is performed. The system then goes into the mode of understanding what the objective of

the current request is. This happens to be an imperative objective, which the system knows how

to deal with. An axiom check is performed, which in this case is to see whether any unphysical

behavior is scheduled to occur on the top level (e.g. the final state of the goal would lead to

some unphysical object distribution). Once the axiom check provide a go-ahead to continue the

process, the planner is executed. Several plans are found, among which the most optimal (with

least number of steps) is selected and the required action is executed in the I/O module (show the

state change on the screen).

The planner module serves for figuring out a sequence of actions that are to be performed

in order to satisfy a user’s request. The first point of entry to the planner in the loop (omitting

the system’s initialization) occurs when the token understanding unit calls the planner execution

method, which invokes the blackbox planner through a system call. Once the blackbox finishes

execution, the control goes back to the token understanding modules, which calls the plan analysis

method, which provides a sequence of required actions to be performed.

Upon invocation, the user is presented with a GUI and an initial state of of the world is dis-

played on the screen. The initial state is read from a blackbox fact file, provided by the user as

input. An example of such graphical representation is shown in Fig. 7.2. The same figure demon-

strates the final stage of executing of a ’(put,14,8,11)’ command.

One of the two planners used to support the W0 execution was an off-the-shelf planner called

“blackbox” [98]. Blackbox is a planning system converting STRIPS notation into Boolean satisfia-

bility problems, and then solving the problems with a variety of engines. There is a great flexibil-

ity of engines to be used here. Among mentioned engines are graphplan [19], walksat [169], and

satz [119]. The proposed engines can run for some time interchangeably, giving blackbox a possi-

bility of functioning efficiently over a large range of problems. The second off-the-shelf planner,

which was experimented with and used in order to collect the resource requirements results for

the Blocks world is named “Madagascar” [163]. The Madagascar planner is an implementation of

the SAT based techniques for planning.

W0 implements partial functionality of the original Winograd’s SHRDLU system. Among

the most important implemented features are the graphical world representation output, planner
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FIGURE 7.2. W0 world graphical representation at the end of executing (stack,14,8,11).

capable to provide a list of actions required to perform a request, as well as the closed system loop

that provides interactiveness.

The scenario of driver application mapped on the workflow was implemented using program-

ming language C++. The following hardware was used in order to obtain estimates on Floating

Point Operations per Second (FLOPS) and memory capacity requirements of this driver applica-

tion. All of the experimental data was obtained on a single Cray XE6 CPU-only compute node,

with each node consisting of two 2.5 GHz AMD sockets with 8 cores per socket, and 2 threads

per core, with a total of 32 processing cores. Each node had 6144KB, 2048KB, and 64KB of L3,

L2, and L1 cache respectively and 64 GB of main memory. For every experimental run only one

core was utilized, but the entire node with all 32 cores was exclusively requested. Measurements

of FLOPS, main memory, and all related metrics were obtained using the CrayPat performance

analysis tool [97].

Although the blocks world was implemented in the 1970s, the work on the planning compo-

nent of the blocks world is still ongoing and has been active in the past few years in venues such

as AIPS planning competition, and Intertnational Planning Competition [11, 51, 87].
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In summary, a driver application named the blocks world that is mapped onto the generic

workflow for MI was described above. It was shown how this application fits into the workflow,

with detailed description of functional elements that take part in the blocks world request pro-

cessing. Experimental setup, including the implementation and hardware details was provided

and the relevance of modern problems of planning in the domain of PDDL and blocks world was

summarized. Next section introduces another driver application, the 3-D facial recognition.

7.2. 3-D Facial Recognition

Facial recognition has been one of the most important problems of Artificial Intelligence of

the past several decades. With 2014 Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 9.5% and Total

Addressable Market (TAM) of $1,307 Mn, this industry is expecting to continue its development

with predicted TAM of $2,671.8 Mn in 2022 [52].

Facial recognition finds itself as one of the Symbolic Methods of CRIS abstract architecture.

It is executed in “16: Execute planning/learning/recognition” step of the generic CRIS workflow

(see Figure 7.3). Upon a request to the system to recognize a person in the photo or video stream,

this request is processed and an objective that requires facial recognition utility is placed on the

Active Objective Function Stack (AOS). Once that frame is popped, a process of achieving that ob-

jective begins by executing the workflow iteration. During that iteration, among other steps, pre-

processing is performed that may include a simplified light approach of facial recognition (e.g.

compare main facial features against existing database in a quick manner to see if a match can

established). After a few additional steps, in case pre-processing could not achieve the goal, the

main step of facial recognition is performed. Therefore, estimating the resource requirements for

the facial recognition workflow in CRIS is equivalent to estimating the “Execute planning/learn-

ing/recognition” step. The pre-processing step, although is important for the workflow is exe-

cution, is not considered from resource requirements prospective, as it is negligibly smaller as

compared to the 3-D facial recognition. The description of methodology for that step follows.

Some examples of applications of facial recognition include: i) web applications / social media

or interaction for picture tagging, ii) surveillance, including security surveillance and surveillance

to monitor customer behavior iii) identification, iv) authentication, v) livestock, animal, and pet
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FIGURE 7.3. Facial recognition driver mapped onto generic CRIS workflow.

recognition, vi) body worn camera recognition systems, vii) security surveillance facial analytics,

viii) device verification, ix) payment verification.

Two key factors in this area are the verification accuracy and computational costs associated

with training and verification, with a desire to have high verification accuracy and operate in real-

time (sub-two-second regime). Depending on the actual application, an ability to perform iden-

tification or recognition accurately from a video stream or an image in real-time may be critical,

e.g. in areas such as airport/border/restricted access building security. The verification accuracy
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is an important factor for any type of the recognition system, including social networks, security,

surveillance, payment verification, etc.

Academic facial recognition research uses a few different classes of images in order to generate

training models. The most common types of datasets are:

Visa images: These images originate from more than 100 countries, with generally an excellent

pose and are in conformance with the ISO/IEC 19794-5 Full Frontal image type, which is

an International Standard of Biometric Data Interchange Formats, described by National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The images are of size 252×300 pixels with

the mean interocular distance (IOD) of 69 pixels. Many images are live capture.

Selfie images: The selfie images vary in quality, while the portrait images are in reasonable con-

formance with the ISO/IEC 19794-5 Full Frontal image type. The images have mean IOD

of 140 pixels. All images originate from the United States. All are live capture.

Webcam images: All portrait images, as in previous case, are in reasonable conformance with the

ISO/IEC 19794-5 Full Frontal image type. The images have mean IOD of 68 pixels, they

are of adult males from the United States. They all are live capture.

Non-cooperative images: Resolution varies widely, with a lot of images unconstrained, including

a wide pose variation. Faces can be occluded. The images are of adults, all of them are live

capture.

The application areas of algorithms that are working with these types of images vary. So, for

example, visa images are used for border control, selfie and webcam images—for verification. In

total, there are about 50 companies working in the facial recognition field. The false non-match

rate (false negatives), or the probability that the recognition system incorrectly does not detect a

match when it should, averages above 65% among the 53 commercial algorithms explored when

using non-cooperative images. Such low rates can be explained by the nature of non-cooperative

images dataset that is used for training. Occlusion of faces, variation in pose and resolution all

affect the verification accuracy. Another important factor for this application of facial recognition

that affects the verification accuracy is that the subjects do not have intentions to be recognized,

as compared to applications of facial recognition on mobile devices or social media, where coop-

eration of subjects is implied. Additionally, some of such systems report even higher percentages

of false positives (false match rates). High false non-match rates (FNMR) (65% average across 53
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commercial algorithms with the best FNMR of 27.1% [77]) suggests that a shift from conventional

Machine Learning (ML)-based 2-D approaches towards 3-D is required. The 2-D approach proves

to have limitations when using certain types of train/test data, e.g. non-cooperative images. One

alternative option might be to use an ML-based 3-D approach. This is not viable in the near term,

however, since there is not a big enough database of 3-D facial point clouds to train an ML model.

A patent pending approach in 3-D Facial Recognition [5] was used in order to collect the per-

formance data and estimate the resource requirements based on this application of MI. The inno-

vation of the approach chosen is in optimal compression algorithm, which converts a collection of

images that are acquired simultaneously from different angles into a 3-D facial point cloud, which

in turn is transformed into an implicit surface function, which is on the order of 10–100 Kilobytes

in size and is continuous. Such characteristics allow for fast and accurate biometric comparisons,

including ear and nose features. The present approach varies from conventional commercial fa-

cial recognition software in the following aspects: i) it does not require ML matching, ii) it is 3-D

based, iii) it allows to store a database of approx. one billion faces on a single Terabyte drive.

The fact that ML is not required alleviates the heavy computational costs that are normally

required for the training step of ML algorithms used for facial recognition.

A description of the experimental setup for the Facial Recognition driver application follows.

The system is presented with a static setup of a grid of 20 cameras shown in Figure 7.4. This is

a homogeneous setup, i.e. all the cameras used for experiments were identical with the follow-

ing specifications: Canon EOS 40D with 10.1 Megapixels digital SLR cameras. All of them were

equipped with EF 50mm 1:18 II lenses. The shutter speed was programmatically set for 1/6 of a

second, while the ISO speed was set to “auto”.

There are two main steps involved into the definition of analytic functions that are used for

matching against images from the existing database:

1) Pre-processing. This step consists of collecting multiple 2-D photographs from various

angles of the camera grid. A few sample photographs that were collected from the grid’s

camera are presented in Figure 7.5. Once multiple photographs are acquired, a generation

of 3-D point clouds by aligning those images occurs. The resulting 3-D point cloud is

presented in Figure 7.6.
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FIGURE 7.4. Camera grid setup of 4×5 = 20 cameras.

2) Representation of the 3-D analytic function by means of Radial Basis Functions (RBF) [50].

This step involves a number of small-to-medium intensity computations, which provide

normal definitions at each point of the input point cloud, matrix and RHS assembly [5,32].

The objective of this approach is, given a set of distinct nodes X = {xi}N
i=1 ⊂ R3, to define

an interpolant s : R3→ R of the form:

(7.1) s(x) = p(x)+
N

∑
i=1

λiφ(|x− xi|),

where p is a linear polynomial, the coefficients λi are real numbers and | · | is the Euclidean

norm on R3. In this present implementation biharmonic RBFs are considered, therefore φ

is chosen as follows φ(r) = r. Consider the formulas below that define a matrix and RHS

of the system of linear equations to be solved. Let {p1, . . . , pl} be a basis for polynomials of

degree at most m and c = (c1, . . . ,cl) be the coefficients that define p in terms of this basis.
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FIGURE 7.5. Multiple 2-D images taken from different angles by the camera grid.

The matrix form of the equations to obtain the interpolant is then:

(7.2)

 A P

PT 0

 λ

c

= B

 λ

c

=

 f

0

 ,

where
Ai, j = φ(|xi− x j|), i, j = 1, . . . ,N

Pi, j = p j(xi), i = 1, . . . ,N, j = 1, . . . , l.

If it is assumed that the polynomial part of the RBF in (Equation 7.1) is p(x) = c1 + c2x+

c3y + c4z, then Ai, j = |xi − x j|, i, j = 1 . . . ,N, P is the matrix with ith row (1,xi,yi,zi),λ =

(λ1, . . . ,λN)
T , and c = (c1,c2,c3,c4)

T . Now, solving the system (7.2) determines λ , and c,

and hence s(x).

Once the solution is generated, the interpolant s(x) can be used to recreate a 3-D sur-

face that represents a model of a face. A library named Scalable Linear Algebra PACKage

(ScaLAPACK) [18, 38] was used in order to obtain the solution of equations (7.2). ScaLA-

PACK is a library of high-performance computing algebra routines for parallel distributed

memory computations. It allows to achieve scalability, efficiency, and reliability due to
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FIGURE 7.6. Point clouds (top) with normals pointed outward the surface at each
point (bottom). Outward unit normals are represented by red arrows.

developing and promoting standards for low-level communication and computation rou-

tines. ScaLAPACK uses BLAS, LAPACK, and BLACS libraries.

The following hardware setup was used in order to perform the first step. The camera grid

was combined into a hierarchy of USB hubs that were connected to one machine. The photographs

were captured simultaneously by software that was run on that machine. The same machine was

then used to perform the 3-D point cloud alignments. The pre-processing step, as well as normals

definition and matrix/vector assembly, is negligibly small in terms of execution wall time and

FLOPS, as compared to solving the system of resulting linear equations for the RBF interpolation.

For comparison purposes, the execution times of the pre-processing step of generating 3-D point

clouds are documented in Table 7.1.

The hardware specifications of a machine used for pre-processing are as follows: 2.5 GHz Intel

Core i7-4870HQ processor with 4 cores, 6MB of L3 cache, 256KB of L2, and 32KB of L1 cache, with

16 GB of main memory.
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FIGURE 7.7. Analytic function 3-D surface plot. Low resolution on the left, high
resolution—on the right.

Number of Cameras Number of points MPixels, aggregate Wall time, s

5 1448 50.5 14

10 2529 101.0 29

15 4153 151.5 49

19 4985 191.9 62

TABLE 7.1. Numbers of cameras, corresponding points of 3-D point clouds, aggre-
gate megapixels, and wall times required to obtain the point clouds.

The solution of the dense linear algebra problem was performed on the following hardware.

All of the experimental data was obtained on a Cray XE6 CPU-only compute nodes, with each

node consisting of two 2.5 GHz AMD sockets with 8 cores per socket, and 2 threads per core,

with a total of 32 processing cores. Each node had 6144KB, 2048KB, and 64KB of L3, L2, and

L1 cache respectively and 64 GB of main memory. The experiments were carried out using a

range of 1, . . . ,1024 compute cores, ranging from 1 to 32 compute nodes. For experiments that

required less than 32 cores, an exclusive access of the whole node was requested. Measurements

of FLOPS, main memory, and all related metrics were obtained using the CrayPat performance

analysis tool [97]. The approach of finding an interpolant requires a system of linear equations

with surface points, as well as outward normals defined in each point. The latter are shown on
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the bottom of Figure 7.6. The result of the implicit surface interpolation, that was built based on

the obtained solution, is shown in Figure 7.7.

The computational costs associated with the RBF interpolation, which is the most expensive

step of the considered 3-D facial recognition approach, can be estimated analytically using the

following formula [32]:

(7.3) Ops = N3/6+O(N2)

FIGURE 7.8. Predicted Ops vs number of points for RBF interpolation. The point
cloud of 19 cameras (4663 points) is predicted to incur approximately 550 GOps.
One POps is expected to occur at approximately 150K points.

Based on this formula, an estimate of the amount of Ops achieved for various number of points

is presented in Figure 7.8. The estimates predict that for N = 4663 the number of Ops ≈ 20× 109,

which is consistent with the amount of actual Ops obtained by running this experiment. The two

estimates are discussed in the next chapter.
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7.3. Autonomous Moving Agent

The Autonomous Moving Agent is the third and last driver application mapped onto the

workflow of a system for MI. Very much like the 3-D facial recognition, measurements of a partic-

ular functional element of the workflow is considered for resource requirements analysis.

A iRobot Roomba 650 vacuum cleaner was used as a platform to support the AMA. The

normal behavior of internal roomba’s implementation is overridden by using a control computer

Tegra TK1 by NVIDIA (see Figure 7.9).

FIGURE 7.9. The AMA hardware setup. The entire system is physically hosted by
a roomba vacuum cleaner. A controller, the NVIDIA Tegra TK1 Jetson board, is
circled green, the custom-design breakout board is circled sky-blue, the ultrasonic
distance sensors are circled red, and the external power supply is circled yellow.

The external board used as a controller is NVIDIA Jetson TK1 based on embedded NVIDIA

quad-core CPU ARM Cortex-A15, which is a 32 bit processor. The board is also equipped with

an NVIDIA Kepler GPU with 192 CUDA cores and has the following specs: 2 GB main memory,

16 GB 4.51 eMMC, 1 half mini-PCIE slot, 1 SD/MMC connector, 1 full size HDMI port, 1 USB 2.0

port, 1 USD 3.0 port, 1 RS232 serial port, 1 ALC5639 Realtek audio codec, 1 RTL8111GS Realtek
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GigE LAN, 1 SATA data port, and SPI 4 MByte boot flash. The following signals are supported

through an expansion port: DP/LVDS, SPI, GPIOs, UART, HSIC, I2C [149].

I/O Expansion

Roomba

Jetson TK1

UART link

Sensor 1

Sensor n

Serial Interface

...

FIGURE 7.10. Schematic representation of the autonomous moving vehicle archi-
tecture. Roomba is a physical host for the entire setup. It is communicating with
the I/O expansion board via a UART link. The expansion board is communicating
to distance sensors (ultrasound, laser) connected to it, as well as to the Jetson TK1
controller board via the SPI and i2c interfaces.

It is not possible to interface the TK1 directly with the Roomba, so an additional custom-design

board was introduced into the setup (see Figure 7.10). A custom-design breakout board, or expan-

sion board, is used in order to address the interfacing between the roomba and TK1. Additionally,

the breakout board provides better precision for I/O timing and data acquisition. Moreover, the

breakout board is necessary to maintain voltage level translation and provide communication over

SPI bus, and I2c bus.

Two types of sensors were used for this experiment. The first hardware revision included

ultrasonic sensor, HR-SR04 by Smraza. The basic operation principle for that sensors is as fol-

lows: ranging is triggered from the sensor, at which point eight 40kHz square waves are emitted
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automatically, which is followed be the sensor tests to determine whether there is any signal re-

turned. If there is signal returned, the high level signal is the time that was taken for the signal

to travel and return back. Therefore, S = T × c/2, where S is the testing distance, T — duration

of high level signal, c = 340m/s — speed of sound. After some initial tests with these sensors it

was discovered that the precision was not satisfactory for the project, therefore the laser sensors

were used instead. The second type of sensors, which was used to perform the experiments was

ST VL53L0X [188]. It is a Time-of-Flight laser-ranging module that provides accurate distance

measurement. The VL53L0X’s 940 nm Vertical Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser (VCSEL) emitter is

totally invisible to the human eye, and enables long ranging distances, high immunity to ambient

light, and better robustness. The VL53L0X performed more robust, and was a better fit for this

application, as compared to the previously used ultrasonic sensor.

FIGURE 7.11. AMA’s trajectory of the wall follower example. One lap of follow-
ing the wall was documented in this experiment. The blue trajectory line shows
the path, which the AMA was generating during the navigation. The green dots
represent physical obstacles that were documented during the navigation.
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An algorithm used to obtain the resource requirements is autonomous wall follower agent.

The objective of the AMA in this scenario is to follow a wall indefinitely, based on the sensor data

constantly maintained throughout the execution. While following the wall, the AMA is constantly

monitoring for changes in the surrounding environment via the three laser sensors. Whenever a

wall that is followed ends, the algorithm reevaluates the surroundings and makes necessary ad-

justments in the travel trajectory. A sample run of eight laps of the AMA for the wall follow

scenario is shown in Figure 7.11. The blue lines correspond to the route that the agent had trav-

eled, while the green dots are the obstacles that were identified by the agent’s sensors along the

way. The operations associated with these computations are measured and presented in the next

chapter.

7.4. Summary

This chapter serves an important purpose of connecting the existing architecture and work-

flow for MI with practical aspects by presenting how external drivers fit onto the generic work-

flow. Next, this chapter provides details of the methodology and experimental setup that has been

undertaken to estimate resource requirements. For one external driver, the 3-D facial recognition,

expected requirements based on analytic estimation functions for Ops and amount of memory are

provided. These estimates allow to judge about the order of resource requirements imposed on

hardware for these applications to perform in real time. These theoretical results are further used

to compare against in the next chapter, which presents the experimental results of the external

drive for MI.
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8

Experimental results

This chapter serves as a report of the actual experimental results obtained by subjecting the exter-

nal drivers onto the Cognitive Real-time Interactive System (CRIS) workflow. These experiments

were a foundation for obtaining results that are used in the next chapter to draw conclusions on

the characteristics of hardware resource requirements necessary to support various kinds of ap-

plications of Machine Intelligence (MI). The experimental data for all three external drivers are

reported and analyzed in the following sections.

8.1. Blocks World

This Section reports the results of the experiments that were obtained by subjecting an external

driver application of the Blocks world onto the CRIS workflow. All the experiments were executed

with variable number of blocks world sizes, varying from 4 to 28. All of these results were obtained

with a planner named Madagascar, which is an implementation of the SAT based techniques for

planning [123, 162]. The input data for variable blocks world sizes and tasks were taken from the

AIPS-00 planning competition [2]. The results of the performance and the amount of work that

were achieved are presented in Figure 8.1. The amount of work (Ops) grows monotonically and

observes two orders of magnitude change, while the average achieved performance (FLOPS) is

decreasing as the blocks world is growing in size. A few non-monotonic fluctuations that occur in

the observed performance graph are common in real-time systems.

The memory resource requirements for the Blocks world external driver are presented in Fig-

ure 8.2. The amount of main memory that is consumed by this external driver is limited by ap-

proximately 3.5 GB. This much memory is required when operating on a world of 28 blocks. The

memory requirements are monotonically distributed as the number of blocks is increasing.
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FIGURE 8.1. Number of Ops and FLOPS observed when running CRIS with blocks
world as external driver. The Ops are monotonically increasing, as expected due to
more computational requirements proportional to number of blocks. The FLOPS
are decreasing with the increase in number of blocks.

One limitation of the planner implementation (Madagascar) that was used to obtain the results

presented above is that it does not behave well on the number of blocks beyond 20. Although

various reports suggest that this implementation, along with other best performing in AIPS-00,

including System R, LPG-td, and Fast-Forward (FF) [2] were able to provide results for up to a

few hundreds of blocks, this behavior could not be replicated on the architecture that was used

to conduct the Blocks world experiments on a Cray XE6 CPU compute node, with each node

consisting of two 2.5 GHz AMD sockets with 8 cores per socket, and 2 threads per core, with a total

of 32 processing cores and 64 GB of main memory. The System R code was not publicly available.

The LPG-td version was somewhat outdated (latest version available was released in September

2003) and the source code could not be fully compiled on BigRed2 due to issues with flex and bison
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FIGURE 8.2. Amount of main memory, B and time to solution, s vs number of
blocks. The main memory consumption grows proportionally to the number of
blocks.

generators. The implementation of FF was available and compiled, however the amount of FLOPS

was too small in order to include in the thesis. The execution times, though, were acceptable and

for certain block numbers were faster than those of the Madagascar. Nevertheless, the main issue

of FF was that according to the reports of AIPS-00 [2] and another study [90], the system was not

stable and did not yield results for all number of blocks provided as input. That behavior was

confirmed on BigRed2, where the FF failed to provide a result in about 34% of test cases. To sum

it up, the Madagascar planner performed best among all of the other planner implementations

named above.

The blocks world demonstrates a middle ground external driver among all drivers of CRIS

considered in this work, where the resource requirements vary from tens to hundreds of thousand
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of FLOPS with the real-time processing constraint satisfied. The amount of main memory that is

required in order to support this class of drivers varies from hundreds of Megabytes to Gigabytes.

The real-time processing requirement is only satisfied for smaller problem sizes (up to 15 blocks).

Beyond that number, the execution time varies from seconds to tens of seconds.

8.2. 3-D Facial Recognition

The 3-D facial recognition involved a pipeline of two main steps: i) pre-processing, and ii) RBF

interpolation. The resource requirements of the pre-processing step are negligibly small, as com-

pared to the second step. They were briefly discussed in the previous chapter, see Table 7.1. The

rest of section will be dedicated to reporting and discussing the results obtained by performing

the RBF interpolation, more specifically to solving a system of dense linear equations using the

library ScaLAPACK [18].

Figure 8.3 presents the time to solution graphs of the linear solver PDGESV [156], which is a

direct solver that uses LU decomposition. All of the experiments described in this Section were

performed with n = 4,663 points of the 3-D point cloud. The methodology that was used to obtain

the solution [5] requires incorporating twice as many points (including the points that are unit

normals to the original points), therefore the size of the matrix was N = (4,663×2)2 = 86,974,276.

Various plots in the graph represent experiments that were run with variable matrix block size

values, denoted NB. Based on the results in the Figure, the best block size value is NB=50 for

number of cores equal to 128 and above and NB=40,50,100 for up to 128 cores. These results show

that for a few values of NB execution time of less than one second is obtained on 128+ cores. The

system is operating in real-time in this regime.

Figure 8.4 presents the results of Radial Basis Functions (RBF) interpolation utilizing the ScaLA-

PACK pdgesv function. The results yield the best speedup S ≈ 61.4 when executed on 512 cores

with the block size of NB = 20. Speedup of 40-60 is observed with block sizes of 10, 20, 30, and 40.

An important result, which provides a characteristic regarding the number of FLOPS achieved

on a particular hardware system is provided in Figure 8.5. The blue line corresponds to the amount

of achievable parallelism which is observed on 1..1024 cores with the max FLOPS number of 0.63

TFLOPS. The time to solution for this number of FLOPS was t = 0.89 seconds, which brings this
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FIGURE 8.3. ScaLAPACK PDGESV wall time time for point cloud of 4,663 points.
The best performing values of block size are NB= 40,50,100. The block size NB= 50
(orange solid line) is the fastest, executing in less than one second on 256+ cores.

computation to the class of real-time problems of MI. The red line signifies the maximum theoret-

ical performance that is achievable on this hardware system. The fact that the blue and red lines

are diverging can be explained by Figure 8.6, which is a ratio of achieved FLOPS and maximum

theoretical peak FLOPS for this system. Such low value of the ratio suggests that the applica-

tion of MI on the HPC systems is far less optimal than what is achieved with high-performance

Linpack (HPL), a software package that solves a random dense linear system in double precision

arithmetic on distributed-memory computers [155]. HPL is regarded a standard benchmark for

ranking the world’s fastest supercomputers on the Top500 list.

Finally, the main memory consumption is provided in Figure 8.7. The actual amount of used

main memory is presented by a blue line, while the red line depicts the maximum available

main memory for variable number of compute cores. The amount of main memory used in non-

distributed regime was bounded by approximately 1.5GB, while for the largest number of parallel

cores the amount of consumed memory reached approximately 43GB. Again, as in the case with
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FIGURE 8.4. ScaLAPACK PDGESV speedup (TN/T1) for point cloud of 4,663
points. Line colors and shapes are kept the same as in Figure 8.3 for comparison
purposes. Values of block size NB = 10,20,30 are best for speedup, with NB = 20
being the leader on 64..512 cores. Best speedup on 1024 cores is observed with
NB = 10.

FLOPS, the percentage of actual memory used for this driver application of MI was really low, as

compared to the amount of memory available on this particular system.
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FIGURE 8.5. ScaLAPACK PDGESV floating point operations per second for point-
cloud of 4,663 points, TFLOPS. The blue line shows the TFLOPS achieved on 1..1024
cores, with best value of approx. 0.63 TFLOPS on 512 cores. The value of observed
FLOPS is 6.2% of the Rpeak.
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FIGURE 8.6. Ratio of achieved FLOPS and theoretical peak performance, R/Rpeak
for pointcloud of 4663 points, percent.
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FIGURE 8.7. ScaLAPACK PDGESV memory high water mark for pointcloud of
4,663 points, GB=109× bytes. The main memory utilization stayed constant in non-
distributed regime up to 32 cores at approx. 1–1.5GB, which was 1.63–2.40% of
overall peak available memory. The maximum consumed memory was 42.53GB
for the case of 1024 cores (64 nodes) , which was approx. 2.07% of overall available
system memory.
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8.3. Autonomous Moving Agent

The measurements obtained for the Autonomous Moving Agent (AMA) wall follow external

driver were taken for the number of wall elements varying from one to seven. The AMA is pro-

grammed to follow the wall indefinitely. Figure 8.8 demonstrates the amount of work, measured

in Ops performed, as well as the achieved performance, in FLOPS that were required in order to

complete the task.

The autonomous moving agent performs a task of following a wall until given a command to

stop. This set of experiments had the wall obstacle change size from one to seven. Figure 8.8 con-

tains the results of this problem execution. The graphs represent the performance (blue), and

amount of work (red) vs the number of wall elements. The results show that the amount of

FIGURE 8.8. Performance, FLOPS and amount of work, Ops vs number of obsta-
cles for the problem of AMA. The number of FLOPS achieved is on the order of ten
thousand.
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work, measured in Ops, is monotonically increasing as the number of wall elements is increas-

ing. The performance observes some fluctuations with increase in the number of wall elements,

however these fluctuations are minor with the biggest one being only four percent decrease from

18.5 KFLOPS to 17.8 KFLOPS, which was observed with wall sizes of three and four respectively.

The main memory consumption for the Roomba AMA are as follows: the size of the virtual

memory (the total memory that is available to the application), VmSize, is 46,416 KB; the virtual

memory resident set size, VmRSS, which is how much actual memory is consumed by the process

is 3,936 KB. Both of the virtual memory values did not vary with varying the number of wall

elements.

8.4. Summary

The results of three various external driver application for the CRIS workflow were presented

in this Chapter. The results appear to be consistent and as expected as compared to the assump-

tions made about the drivers. Certain irregularities for some applications were discussed sepa-

rately where applicable. Along with the FLOPS and main memory requirement reports provided,

a few other observations were made. The three applications considered present a range of prob-

lems, varying in the amounts of FLOPS imposed on hardware systems in order to achieve real-

time processing from tens of thousands of FLOPS (O(104) FLOPS) to under a TeraFLOPS (O(1011),

with AMA being the least demanding (best achieved performance of 1.9×104 FLOPS ), the blocks

world planner in the middle (best achieved performance of 3.3× 105 FLOPS ), and the 3-D fa-

cial recognition being the most computationally expensive example of MI with the best achieved

performance of 6.34×1011 FLOPS .

The next Chapter provides analysis of these results and provides the bounds on resource re-

quirements for MI, as well as speculates what the future trends in MI and related High Perfor-

mance Computing (HPC) architectures for MI may be.
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9

Evaluation and Analysis

This chapter serves a dual purpose: i) it gives a summary of the results that show where the

bounds on resource requirements for Machine Intelligence (MI) are today; ii) it provides estimates

of the future technology trends, as well as the trends of MI and what the future development of

technology means for the field of MI.

Due to rapid technology change in recent decades and some major changes in hardware ar-

chitectures, powerful MI tools have been increasingly and successfully applied to areas of speech

recognition, translation, image recognition, and many other tasks. A lot of such applications take

advantage of specialized hardware, especially Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). These chips are

usually used for most computationally expensive phase—training. With the increasing demand

of software requirements for various MI problems, companies are competing in delivering new

hardware that will allow even better performance improvements for such problems. Most ef-

forts focus on accelerators that are specifically tailored for certain applications (e.g. deep neural

networks). This class of accelerators is commonly referred to as Application-Specific Integrated

Circuits (ASICs). Modern ASICs oftentimes comprise microprocessors, various flavors of memory

(ROM, RAM, flash, etc.) and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). Some examples of ASICs

are Google’s TensorFlow Processor Unit [95], Facebook’s and Intel’s collaboration on the Neural

Network Processor Nervana [75], and NVIDIA’s Deep Learning Accelerator architecture [148].

There is a clear development cycle for the systems of MI—under ASICs. With the current technol-

ogy growth, it is expected that the amounts of input sensor data for MI applications will increase

at rates faster than those for the hardware advancements. In spite of the current advancements

with GPUs and special hardware ASICs, it is expected that the rate of growth of the current High

Performance Computing (HPC) systems will not match the growth rate of MI input sensor data.
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That may be a limiting factor for real-time applications of MI. It is clear, however, that Cognitive

Real-time Interactive System (CRIS) fits into the technology development agenda under the de-

velopment of ASICs. To give a concrete idea of how things are changing, a specific example of MI,

3-D facial recognition is considered in this chapter.

The overview of this chapter is as follows. A summary of resource requirements for today’s

applications of Machine Intelligence on an example of the 3-D facial recognition as an external dri-

ver is discussed in Section 9.1. This particular driver application was chosen due to it having the

highest resource demands out of all applications considered (see results analysis in Chapter 8).

Hence, analyzing this application provides the best lower bound estimate on resource require-

ments among all applications of MI considered in this work. As part of this exploration, it has

been discovered that HPC is an important component in obtaining the solution of the 3-D facial

recognition problem. A number of estimates on how the technology will be driving the develop-

ment of HPC systems for MI is provided in Section 9.2. Finally, Section 9.3 provides a summary of

the future trends analysis.

9.1. Current resource requirements for MI

The analysis of the current resource requirements for MI provided in this section is restricted

to an example of 3-D facial recognition (see Figure 9.1).

The behavior of the achieved performance in FLOPS shows that there is approximately one

order of magnitude of exploitable achieved performance for this experiment, however the as-

ymptotic behavior of this function (i.e. the change of rate beyond 128 cores) suggests potential

limitations with scalability on large number of cores. In addition, a change of the achieved perfor-

mance growth rate as compared to the theoretical maximum implies a reduction in efficiency of

computation, which will be discussed later in this chapter. This reduction suggests that there is a

limitation on the exploited parallelism when executed on the current hardware.

The measurements are generated using a linear algebra library, ScaLAPACK, for solving a

system of dense linear algebraic equations in order to obtain an analytic function that determines

a person’s 3-D facial representation. The blue line in the graph shows the actual performance

gains that were achieved of a range of 1..1024 compute cores of a supercomputer BigRed II, while

the red line shows the maximal theoretical performance for this hardware system.
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FIGURE 9.1. Number of FLOPS achieved on various number of compute cores.
The best performance was achieved on 512 cores and is approximately R = 0.63
TFLOPS, which is 6.2% of the theoretical maximum Rpeak = 10.2 TFLOPS.

The main outcome of the result presented in Figure 9.1, however, is that the lower bound

resource requirements for the 3-D facial recognition problem, and hence for today’s field of MI is

approximately 0.63 TFLOPS, or 0.63× 1012 FLOPS. This value is the point where the blue graph

asymptotes, and it is actually the maximum achieved FLOPS for the current experiment. It is also

important to note that when this problem is executed on 512 cores the time to solution value is

approximately 0.87 seconds, which is in the range of real-time processing. The lowest number of

cores that allows for the algorithm to achieve sub-second real-time execution is 256, with time to

solution of approximately 0.93 seconds and the achieved performance of 0.59 TFLOPS. From all

of the considerations above it follows that

there exists an example of a problem of Machine Intelligence, a solution to which

in real-time requires a hardware system with at least 0.63× 1012 Floating Point

Operations per Second of achieved performance.
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There are not any examples among all the classes of problems of MI considered in this work

that would exceed this requirement imposed on the hardware system. This value, therefore, is

considered to be the lower bound resource requirement for the classes of applications of MI stud-

ied in this work.

The main memory capacity requirement parameter is determined, as in the case of FLOPS,

by the 3-D facial recognition application. Among the classes of problems considered in this re-

search, the resource requirement in terms of main memory capacity is concluded to be approxi-

mately 43GB.

It has just been shown that a crucial parameter for MI is nearly one TFLOPS, which is much

more than most modern computing machines are capable of achieving. The result of this analy-

sis suggests that for this particular algorithm (and hence for the field of MI) HPC resources are

required. So what are the current and future trends of HPC systems that will be used to support

some of the applications of MI? The next section provides a discussion on the current state of the

technology and what the future trends on technology advancements may be.

9.2. Future Technology Trends

The two most widely known observations that have been used in the past in order to sum-

marize and predict advancements in the semiconductor industry are Moore’s Law and Dennard

Scaling.

Moore’s Law [139] is an observation regarding the number of transistors in an integrated cir-

cuit and was later extended to include the speed of those transistors, and therefore the overall

performance of microprocessors. At the time of the initial publication, Moore predicted for this

law to be in effect for at least another decade. In 1975 he revised the law with a prediction that the

number of transistors will double every two years. Moore’s law projection stayed in effect until

approximately 2012, at which point it began to slow down.

Dennard Scaling, also know as MOSFET scaling [48], is a scaling law that states that as transis-

tors get smaller their power density stays constant so that power is in proportion with area. That

leads to performance per watt exponentially increasing with smaller transistors thereby leading to

faster clock rates. Dennard Scaling stopped being applicable approximately in 2006: in the recent
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years, transistors counts continue to grow, but at a slower rate compared to the original observa-

tion. The inability to continue the increase of clock frequencies at the rate of years before 2004

caused the CPU manufacturers to seek alternative ways to improve performance, e.g. multiple

cores [103].

With the change of technology development rates, new efforts have been dedicated to esti-

mating the potential future rate of technology development, including predictions on overall HPC

systems performance, memory, and power characteristics and requirements. These efforts provide

predictions of a few important factors of technology advancements for MI, including the theoret-

ical system peak performance (Rpeak), main memory bandwidth, ratio of memory to performance

[bytes/FLOP], and energy [Joules/FLOP] [14, 105].

Future trends in the area of hardware systems is summarized below. These results are a com-

bination of predictions of a few studies done in the recent years. Figure 9.2 shows predicted trends

based on three models: the 2008 model, as well as Scaled and Constant models. The 2008 model

was originally introduced in [14], while the later models are revised versions that were based on

the original 2008 model. In the Scaled model the inherent energy is improving proportional to

the increase in FLOPS, assuming constant chip power, which is an optimistic prediction. In the

second model, named Constant model, total energy per access is fixed, which means that power

is proportional to the access rate. This is a pessimistic prediction.

Figure 9.2 provides an estimate on the overall system peak performance over several previous

years, which is the key metric used to quantify resource requirements for MI.

The red squares represent the peak performance of the top 10 fastest supercomputers accord-

ing to the Top500 list. Based on this input data, only the optimistic Scaled model predicts the

peak performance exaflop system by the year of 2025, while the other two models predict perfor-

mance ranges on the order of hundreds of petaflops. More importantly, the asymptotic behavior

of the projected functions suggest a gradual decrease in the Rpeak, which is in accordance with

the Moore’s Law and Dennard scaling and means that the approach using present architectures

is nearing its end. Additionally, these results are predicted to be achieved in about 2020 with a

requirement that about 1200 racks with the gross power consumption of 180 to 425 MW would

be necessary. This is an order of magnitude off as compared to the original plan of an EFLOPS
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FIGURE 9.2. Full system peak performance (Rpeak) evolution and future predic-
tions. Red solid line denotes the historic data of the average performance of fastest
10 supercomputers from Top500 list. Three models were used to predict the be-
havior of Rpeak in the future. The most conservative model suggests that at the
current progress rate the systems on Top500 list will reach hundreds of PFLOPS,
while the most optimistic model predicts EFLOPS by approximately 2019. Data
taken from [105].

system with the power consumption of 20 MW, and is more than twice the power requirements of

the fastest supercomputer as of this writing (8.806 MW as of June 2018 Top500 rankings [185]).

Another important parameter used in the resource requirements estimation model is main

memory. Figure 9.3 shows the historic change and prediction of main memory bandwidth. Again,

the peak memory logic bandwidth is predicted to flatten beginning from 2020.

One additional graph describing a trend in current and future HPC systems is the ratio of the

amount of memory per FLOPS. As can be seen from Table 9.1, this ratio has been decreasing since

2004. This means that modern machines are built with more floating point operations capacity in

them than memory capacity and as the number of FLOPS is growing, memory is getting smaller.
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FIGURE 9.3. HPC systems memory bandwidth estimates. Flattening of bandwidth
improvement is expected around 2020. Data from [104].

For example, for a modern GPU with 32 GB memory capacity and 125 TFLOPS, this ratio is on the

order of O(10−2).

Year Ratio of Memory/Rmax [GB/FLOPS]

2004 1.5

2008 0.875

2012 0.375

2016 0.075

TABLE 9.1. Memory per FLOPS is dropping. The compound annual growth rate is
0.72. Data taken from [104].

Finally, a trend shows a decrease in energy per Floating Point Operation (FLOP) over time.

The projection model predicts the energy trend accurately from 2006 until 2014. If this model
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continues to be accurate in the future, it is expected for HPC systems to have between 180 and 420

pJ per FLOP [104].

In summary, the predictions for current architecture approaches in building HPC systems sug-

gest that the technology advancements are not going to continue at the rates observed in the past

years. All of the parameters and metrics that are considered key for characterizing resource re-

quirements for problems of MI are expected to see a shift in the rate of development of previous

years. Specifically, overall maximal performance improvement of supercomputers is expected to

observe a limit, as well as the main memory bandwidth and energy per FLOP ration. Most impor-

tantly, the amount of memory per FLOP is already seeing a decrease, which means there has been

less memory to FLOPS delivered over the past decade.

Now that the current resource requirements along with the future trends in the hardware

HPC systems are discussed, the last piece, which is the analysis of both future trends combined is

provided. Next Section discusses the trends in the amounts of data that are predicted to be used

for solving problems in the field of MI.

9.3. Machine Intelligence Future Trends

This Section provides a prediction of the rate of development for applications and algorithms

in the field of Machine Intelligence, as well as the hardware computation systems that will support

these algorithms in the future. The predictions about the hardware are drawn from prior research

in the field (see Section 9.2), while the predictions about the complexity of applications of MI are

based on the outcomes of Section 9.1.

The growth rate of available data for 3-D facial recognition algorithm (as an example of MI) is

predicted based on the historic evolution of the amount of available pixels in conventional cameras

over years (see Figure 9.4). The blue line shows the historic development of the amount of MPixels

over the years, with approximately 3.11 MPixels in 2000 all the way up to 400 MPixels in 2018

(non-conventional Hasselblad H6D-400c with a cost of $48,000 in 2018 [81]). Based on the historic

data, two models of predicted amount of MPixels vs years are shown, with the pessimistic model

projecting approximately 500 MPixels and a little less than 3 GPixels for the optimistic model by

the year of 2030.
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FIGURE 9.4. Mpixels over time + future predictions

Given a known relation between the number of pixels and particular year, the number of

Operations (Ops) that would be required for an algorithm to perform 3-D facial recognition anal-

ysis on a certain number of pixels can be established (see Figure 9.5). Taking the real-time pro-

cessing requirement assumption into account (time to solution of approximately one second), the

amount of Ops that is required to execute this algorithm can be viewed as a requirement of a num-

ber of FLOPS imposed on a machine that is running this problem. The red dotted line indicates the

number of Ops required to perform the 3-D facial recognition vs the number of GPixels. The blue

star indicates the results of the actual experiment with approximately 5.52×1011 Ops achieved for

the case of 190 MPixels (1.9× 10−1 GPixels). All the results of 3-D facial recognition discussed in

this Section were obtained using a pointcloud of 4663 points, unless noted otherwise explicitly.

Finally, combining all the results discussed above, Figure 9.6 provides a summary of the pre-

dicted growth rates of sensor data for typical applications of MI on an example of 3-D facial recog-

nition, and the growth rates of HPC systems of the future decade. The dark blue and sky blue

lines indicate the amount of FLOPS that are required for a system to perform the tasks in real
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FIGURE 9.5. Ops vs the sum of GPixels for all cameras used in experiment. Red
dashed line signifies the projected number of Ops vs the corresponding GPixels.
The blue star corresponds to the value of an actual experiment.

time. The sky blue line corresponds to a task of 3-D facial recognition for a lower bound small

point cloud (approximately 4.5K points), while the dark blue line provides performance resource

requirements for upper bound large point cloud (approximately 4.5M points). Based on these

graphs, the resource requirements for a lower bound case are approximately 5.15 TFLOPS, and

are projected to grow up to approximately 181 TFLOPS by 2025. The upper bound resource re-

quirements are situated at 552 EFLOPS (552×1018), with the projected requirements of hundreds

of ZFLOPS (181× 1021) by the year of 2025. These colossal numbers of FLOPS required for the

upper bound experiment are obviously not achievable by any of the today’s HPC systems. As can

be seen from the Figure, the sensor data growth plots are bounded by the blue graphs represent-

ing the hardware systems trends. This means that the lower bound experiment is projected to be

possible to be performed by any HPC system on Top500 list of the next decade, while it would not

be possible to execute the upper bound experiment in real time.
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Another important result is that the rates of growth for sensor data for application of MI are

increasing at higher rates when compared to the corresponding HPC technology development

growth. This means that some of these lines (e.g. the gold (#500 Top500) and sky blue (Ops

Small Pointcloud) might intersect beyond the year of 2025, which would mean that the amounts

of parallelism of #500 machines on Top500 list would not be sufficient to match the real-time

processing requirements of algorithms of MI.

FIGURE 9.6. Predictions for future development of supercomputers peak perfor-
mance and the amount of sensor data for applications of MI. Red solid line shows
the historical performance development of the fastest system on the Top500 list,
while the red dashed line provides a projection on the future development of the
fastest Top500 system based on [105]. Yellow solid and dashed lines correspond to
actual and projected FLOPS respectively. Sky blue line provides a projection of the
number of FLOPS required for a lower bound problem real-time processing. The
purple star signifies the amount of FLOPS obtained experimentally. The dark blue
line signifies the amount of FLOPS required for a hypothetical HPC system that is
to process the upper bound MI problem in real time.
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9.4. Summary

In summary, current resource requirements for the systems of Machine Intelligence operating

in real-time are approximately 0.63 TFLOPS, and 0.55 TFLOPS for time to solutions of 0.89 and

1 second respectively. The technology development that is affecting the amount of parallelism

of modern and future HPC systems is experiencing a reduced rate of growth and is expected to

flatline in the next decade. The amounts of sensor data that are processed by typical Machine

Intelligent agents are experiencing growth and are projected to grow at much faster rates, as com-

pared to the amount of exploitable parallelism of hardware systems. This scenario suggests that

at the rate these developments are proceeding, the future HPC systems may not be sufficient to

process the amounts of data of applications for Machine Intelligence in real time.
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10

Conclusions

This thesis introduced an approach to defining a lower bound on resource requirements for Machine

Intelligence (MI). It introduced a definition of MI, as well as a model, named the Cognitive Real-

time Interactive System (CRIS), that provides a detailed description of an architecture for a system

of MI, as well as how such a system operates by defining a workflow, and finally what the associ-

ated costs of its components are by defining a performance model. Furthermore, external driver

applications that define CRIS’s behavior were introduced with the purpose of estimating the re-

source requirements of particular workflow elements. One of the considered external drivers was

novel in the field of MI by providing an approach to solving a problem of 3-D facial recognition

with the requirement of real-time processing utilizing High Performance Computing (HPC) re-

sources. Additionally, evaluation of the amounts of data and HPC resources that are required

today to support the real-time processing in the field of MI were provided. Projections of how

the availability of HPC resources and the demands of near-term future MI algorithms relate have

been performed. The result of this analysis suggests that the MI requirements of the near future

are set to exceed the available HPC resources.

10.1. Summary of results

This thesis aims to answer the following question:

“What is the lower bound on resource requirements for Machine Intelligence?”

In order to provide an answer to this question, a few objectives had to be satisfied.

First, a working definition of what constitutes Machine Intelligence (within the boundaries of

this research study) was introduced.
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Second, according to that definition, an abstract architecture that describes classes of problems

of Machine Intelligence, as well as a generic Workflow that provides details of how the elements

of the architecture interact with each other were introduced.

Third, a performance model, including a metric and a requirement parameter that both quan-

tify the resource requirements for MI were introduced. Evidence was provided that the present

performance model is able to characterize known applications of MI in terms of Floating Point

Operations per Second (FLOPS) and the amount of main memory required. Further, it was shown

on particular examples how the performance model can be applied to complex problems that in-

corporate a variety of simpler tasks, or to problems that are combinations of various independents

tasks of MI.

Fourth, three external driver applications that are placed on top of the generic workflow were

described. Experiments with those driver applications were performed that allowed to generate

the achieved performance [FLOPS], and main memory [GB] requirements in order for current

computer systems to support these particular applications of MI. The results obtained estab-

lished the lower bound resource requirements for today’s applications of MI: the requirement

for the main memory parameter was established at approximately 43 GB, while the requirement

on achieved performance that the hardware system should yield was established to be approxi-

mately 0.63 TFLOPS (6.3×1011 FLOPS).

10.2. Future work

As the field of MI continues to grow, along with the advancements in technology, HPC, and

special-purpose Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), the possibilities for future work

in this field are plenty. The most important ones are described below.

First, the abstract architecture for MI can be expanded to include a specification supporting

learning. Learning and machine understanding, as two crucial concepts in the field, can be defined

as finite algorithms that are part of the specification of the abstract architecture. This definition

will include interrelation of objective function and active context stack, combined with current

and future approaches in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML).

Second, the performance model can be expanded by incorporating various additional metrics

and requirement parameters to quantify the problems of MI in a more thorough manner. Some
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examples of additional metrics are Traversed Edges per Second (TEPS), network latency and band-

width, I/O rates, etc.

Finally, as the algorithms in the field of MI become more complex with increased amounts

of data processed by the systems, new driver applications can be used in order to stimulate the

CRIS workflow. The modern cutting edge MI applications already include systems of significant

complexities, e.g. personal assistants on mobile devices or computers that require solutions to a

combination of problems, e.g. natural languages + facial recognition. The complexities of prob-

lems of MI will only increase, thereby requiring careful considerations with regards to the amounts

of computational resources available.

10.3. Final thoughts

The field of Machine Intelligence, although not new, has been attracting significant attention

in the past decade and is expected to continue growing at even faster rates. As the results of this

study show, the trends of the recent technology development and the advancements ing the field

of MI suggest that rates of growth for the two fields do not agree. This problem can be addressed

by creating special purpose hardware, such as ASICs, that would be able to provide adequate

performance capabilities to the increasing demands of new real-time MI systems. The results and

techniques described in this work can be used in order to predict future trends of these two areas,

and to guide the directions in which the future advancements can be accomplished.
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